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ERRATA : 

p O 3.7 Table 3. Should read: 

Mt == Ac + t - (Ac X Lt) 

Ac + t ::t Age cohort A at census C + t yrs o 

Po48 Table 9. Age groups 65 - yrs. should read 65+ 

Po49 Table 10. Age groups 90- yrs should read ~o + 
I 

P8 53 Line one should read 30 -34 age groups 

Po56 Table 12 0 Correction as for Table 3. 

P.60 Table 13. Note should read: 

Internal Students= Full Time+ Part Timeo 

P.65 Table 16. Year 1969 should be added as follows: 

Education 234 

Humanities 702 

Science 82 

Soc. Sc L 716 
1734 

P.67 Text correction: 
Formula should read~as follows: 

[ a ( IE) - b] + a [ M-b (M ) ] + a l M-b (M)j X R 

The calculation 2726 - 227 = 361 = 3414 should 

have the minus signs replaced by addition signs. 



ABSTRACT 

An examination of the regional impact of a non-profit making 

institution is central to this study. This type of institution is 

seen as not merely a response to a local or national need but also 

as a determinant of regional population and economic change. The 

development of Massey University since 1966 was the example selec

ted for analysis. The study seeks to add to the more usual type 

of impact analysis by examining population and spatial changes as 

well. It also seeks to derive relationships that may be of use to 

planners of other similar institutions. 

The population base prior to, and after 196G was examined 

in terms of growth» structural changep and migration dynamics. 

The population components directly attributable to the university 

were also measuredp then subtracted from the established base 

population. This revealed the probable population impact that the 

university had made upon the city of Palmerston North. It was 

estimated that the migration gain of snon from 19G~ to 1971 would 

have been a net loss of 500 if the university had not intervened. 

Infrastructure additions of 87~ dwelling units, and over 30 class

rooms were estimated to have bean neoded to provide for the esti

mated 8% of the total population that could be directly attributed 

to the university. Suburban growth in new hnusing areas and in the 

central city area were seen as one consequence of this. 

Economic impacts were exomined by way of an econnmic base 

ratio to derive a static employment multinlier. When the cal

culated multiplier value of 1.36 was opplicd to the 788 jobs 

created by the university it was estimatod to have generated a 

further 285 in supportive indtJstry. Regional income multipliers 

were derived from three surveys of income, consumption and expen

diture patterns. The first survey was of academic staff, and a 



multiplier value of 1o34 was derivedo The second survey was of 

non-academic staff members, and from this a multiplier value of 

1o3D was establishedo The survey of students yielded a multi

plier value of 2o27o The economic base multiplier value of 1o35 

was applied to the regional expenditure of the university itselfo 

From this information it was determined that an estimated $18a15 

million was added to the regional income in 1976 from all the pre= 

ViOUS SOUrCBSo 

The relationships between all of the estimates may be 

expressed in terms that may be of interest to those involved in 

the planning of other tertiary institutions within the regiono They 

are as follows: 

For every 100 internal students enrolledP full-time and part-time; 

35 staff members and dependents were added to the city 

populationo 

18 housing units were requiredo 

19 jobs were created at the universitya 

6 jobs in supportive industry were created in the cityo 

0o72 classrooms were required for dependent childreno 

$377p075 was added to the regional income from all sourceso 
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PREFACE 

At the outset of this study it was the intention to examine 

the impact of a 0 newu University upon its region. To a geographer 

the human and spatial dimensions of change are as important as the 

more usual economic analysis of impact. It is with this in mind 

that the study was undertakeno 

Education is an activity that society engages upon for the 

intrinsic merits of so doing. Nevertheless it is clearly seen by 

all who inhabit Palmerston North city that the results of the 

University development are seen in population growth and changesP 

in extra employment created within the regionP and the directing 

of millions of dollars into the local economy, all of which should 

be measurable. It was felt that the stimulus of the University 

development has created a city that is substantially different 

from the type of city it wasp and from others of a similar size 

in the nation not having a university. An important aim of the 

thesis is to probe changes following University development. 

The phenomenon of population change as a dynamic process 

assumes importance in this studyp and some attempt is made to 

explore this in terms of migration, the dynamics of the cityvs 

growthP and the overall changes that these have broughto There 

is little doubt that this is capable of being pursued further~ and 

a study of these elements at some future time could test the assum~ 

tions and findings made herea Additional research could also be 

undertaken to study the relationship between changes in population 

and the development of infrastructure to meet these changeso 

In order to prosecute the study a close analysis was made 

of the government census figures for 50 years 9 with greater atten

tion given to the last two decades. To gain further information 

concerning the originsp ages 9 and residences of students a survey 
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was conducted of students ti1ho tt1ere boardingp fL1tting rmd living 

in hostels" Of necessity these were random SGmples, and an error 

factor is recognised as being present in the extrapolation of the 

results" Wherever possible this was reduced by cross checking the 

information gained with University statisticsP student enrolment 

forms, and other data obtained from the negistry. 

Information concerning staff membersv bnth academic and 

non-academic, was similarly obtained" Two surveys were conducted 

to ascertain levels of income and expenditure, marital status and 

number of dependents, and residential details. One was conducted 

with academic staff members, the other with hon-academic staff" 

Questionnaires were sent to a random sample of each staff category 

as the University had no information available. Again error is a 

recognised factor, and as it was not possible to cross check as 

previouslya the data so gained was examined and interpreted in a 

conservative manner" The impression left was that the University 

knew very little about itself. 

Whilst the techniques used are recognised research methods 

the variation in time span makes it less accurate than it would 

otherwise have been. If data for 1976 were available from the 

records of that year, rather than gathered in 1978 and applied in 

retrospect the accuracy would be greater. Where change~ have 
I 

occurred in this manner 9 every effort has bean made to compensate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Impact studies have tended to be dominated in the past 

by an economic analysis of the effects of industrial or business 

enterpriseso These have generally been unalysed for the impact 

upon employment and regional incomeo The analysis has depended 

upon the derivation of a multiplierP which is then applied to 

the initial injectiono The indirect results of this injection 

are then calculatedp and the aggregate determines the impact of 

the new businesso 

Universities, hospitalsp and other large publically owned 

non-profit institutions play as large a part in regional develop

ment impact as do industrial concernso These are financed by 

taxes on the one hand and provide benefits to society on the 

othero Usually these benefits are recognised as being a function 

of that institution, in the form of healthP welfare or educationo 

Often they are regarded as a part of the city infrastructure that 

has grown as a response to the city's needso It is argued that 

these institutions are major employers and purchasers of skills 

and servicesP and as such play a large part in determining 

regional growth as do industrial enterprtses. As well as being 

an infrastructure response they may be also regarded as a major 

factor in determining the future growth of employment and regional 

income. By obtaining funds from outside the regionP and directing 

these into the region in various forms they engender regional 

changes as important as any industrial concern. 

Impact studies concentrate mainly on the estimation of 

employment and economic impactP to the exclusion of examining 

the effects on human settlement patterns. It is in this field 

that the geographer has a contribution to make. 
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The human elementP traced through the dynamics of population adds 

one further element to conventional analysis. 

Population is the point of refBrBncR from which all 

other elements are observedP and from which they allp 

singly and collectively derive significance and 

meaning (Trewartha 1953P 27). 

The approach of a geographer to an impact study adds the human 

element to the economic so enabling the ~onsequent spatial pat

terns to be better understood. Such responses traced through 

the location and movement of people thus adds to the economic 

dimensions assessed through the flow of cash and goods. 

This study advances the point of view that a large pub

lically owned non-profit institution engenders as important an 

impact upon a local region as an industrial concern. It seeks 

to explore this by examining the expansion of Massey University 

from a small agricultural college in the 1960 1 s to a multi-faculty 

university in the 1970 1 s. It contends that this has generated 

important changes in the city of Palmerston North. These changes 

may be perceived not only in employment and regional income growthp 

but also in the population numbersp structurep and migration pat

terns of the city. It considers that this may be related to 

further infrastructure growthP in particular housing and educa

tional facilities. 

The examination of these aspects of impact apply to the 

decade during which the university rapidly expanded. The con

tribution to regional employment and income that is the result 

then becomes a permanent feature of the cityp unless the univer

sity expands or contracts at some future time. Under these 

conditions the ratios calculated to express theso changes in 

terms of student numbers could have a predictive nature. The 



findings may also have rBlevance to the future development of 

the scheduled Palmerston North Polytechnic. 

THE LITERATURE 

Impact studies may be seen as an outgrowth of classical 

multiplier of macro economic theoryo The calculation of the 

analagous regional multiplier is an early exercise in most 

analyses (Steele, 1972 9 116)0 

The multiplier concept was propounded by Keynes (1936) as a 

central element in national income determination. It is based 

on the idea that any exogenous injection of capital whether by 

consumption, investment, government expenditure or export receipts 

will increase total in~ome in the economy first by the injection 

itself, and subsequently from generated income arising from the 

initial injection. This is known as the multiplier effect. This 

occurs because incomes received from a n~w investment or some 

other source are partly respent creating further incomes 

(Samuelson, 1955 9 314)0 The size of the multiplier effect deter

mines the total impact, and in a simplified economy is determined 

by the marginal propensity to consume (MPC). This term denotes 

the fraction of the extra dollar of income that consumers spend 

on goods and services. The marginal propensity to save (MPS) is 

the fraction of that extra dollar that consumers save. The change 

in income ( Y) is calculated by multiplying the investment change 

( I) by the reciprocal of the marginal propensity to save, or 

alternatively by the marginal propensity to consume subtracted 

from 1. This is usually expressed in the form; 

~ y = 1 
X 6 I 

MPS 

or alternativelyp 

b. y = 1 X b. I 

1 - MPC 
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The multiplier value 6Y is conventionally denoted by the symbol 

The size of the value K9 which determines the impactP is 

determined by the amount of leakages from consumption expenditure. 

Such leakages have been identified as taxationp savingsP imports 

and business profits (SamuelsonP 1955 1 315). Increases in pro

duction ,and income levels can be brought about by increases in 

population, capital equipmentP innovationp or the use of unused 

natural resources. 

THE REGIONAL MULTIPLIER 

The Keynes' multiplier concept is the basis of regional 

multipliersP and hence impact studies. To suit the specific 

purpose modifications have been made to the simple conceptual 

model. That this was necessary was pointed out by Thompson (1972p 

141) that 'with self sufficiency •• (of regions) •• diminishingp 

regional imports and exports take on greater relative importance.' 

Modifications have been found necessary to allow for these fac-

tors. 

Impact studiesP using regional multipliers have been based 

upon two general approachesP the economic or export base approach 

and the input output model. Both realise different ways of 

developing regional multipliers. 

ECONOMIC BASE APPROACH 

The economic base approach operates upon the identification 

of two main sectors of industry and employment in the regional 

economyo One sectorP the 1 export base' or 'basic' sector pro

duces goods and services for consumption primarily outside the 

region (AndrewsP 1955). This brings an inflow of income into the 

region as a consequence. The level of output is set by demand 

forces outside the region 9 and growth or decline depends upon the 
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behaviour nf that sxtornol domAnd (Dr11wnrigg, 1975, 113). The 

other sector, the servicing or 'non-basic' sector produces goods 

and services for consumption within the rRgion; this sector ser-

vices the basic sector, and the persons amploysrl in it. The 

exports base approach hypothesises that o fairly stable relation

ship exists between the two sectorsp end any expansj_on in the 

basic sector is reflected by direct changes in the non-basic 

(Andrews, 1955). If basic sRctor smrlnymcnt constitutes a steady 

proportion of total employment, a ratio or multiplier value can be 

calculated to show how many non-basic jobs are supported by each 

basic one. This multiplier value can then be applied to new 

employment in the basic sector to estimate secondary or indirect 

employment so generated. 

The simplest method of calculating a multiplier value 

using this approach is by comparing the ratio of export employ

ment with total cmrloyment for a given year. This may be repre-

sented by; 

T 
K = X 

where T = total employment, X = export employment. 

A more stable multiplier may be derived by examining the ch2nges 

in each value, over a period of time (Garrison, 1972, 330). 

Employment multipliers are then calculated by 1 B 
+ -N 

An example of the application nf this methodology is a 

study of five Kentucky rural towns, and countries (Garrison, 1972). 

The Garrison study sought tn d2terminc tho impact of new industry 

in a regiono The four basic componBnts of personal income were 

identified as wages and salaries, propriBtor's income, property 

incomeP and transfar paymcntso Income was ~lloted to two sectorsP 

basic and non-basic, and employment and incnm~ multipliers derived 

from this. The direct injection was tho nlant•s nayrall to employ-
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ees; the indirect component 1aas generated by these W~QBS being 

spent on regional goods and scrviceso Rattier than use the change 

in employment in export and total as input variablRs, Garrison 

used an incremental employment ratio which he considered as mora 

appropriate (Garrison, 1972, 335). This was given by 
68V 

, or 

L, Nb 
e 

the dollar increase in basic income required to generate a non-

basic job. The lower the ratio, tl1e greater the impact through 

multiplier effect. This study found that for the years 1958-63 

the multipliers were quite stable. They were given as: County 

A: 1.44-1.46, County B: 1.73-1.75, County C: 1.33-1.43, County D: 

1.55-2.01, and County F: 1.26-1.30. Subsequent analysis showed 

that in this study the addition to new plant and payroll created 

a modest effect on personal income through local consumption. The 

impact on employment was small, the addition of 1177 employees 

generated only 98 new jobs in supportive services. This was 

attributed to the size of the towns under study, as supportive 

services were located at the regional centrR. 

As an illustration of the application of this approach to 

a regional impact study this serves as a fairly typical example. 

It has been stated, 'Virtually hundreds of regional impact studies 

have been produced during the present decade. The major estimating 

effort in these studies has gnne into the construction of industry 

aggregate basic/service multipliers' (Garnick, 1970, 35). Other 

studies have introduced other modification to the basic variables. 

The Borg Warner study (1973) employed the marginal rate of tax 

with the marginal propensity to consume locally, whilst Archibald 

(1957) used marginal rates of tax with tha propensity to add value 

locally. More aspects of Keyne 1 s multiplier can be incorporated 

into the regional multiplier model by considering regional imports 
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and exports (Brook & Hay 1974; Nourse, 1958)0 Conventionally this 

is stated in the following manner: 

( 1) 

where Y = not regional income, E = Domestic Investrnent, 

consumption, and government expenditure, X = Export Income, 

and M = Importso 

Expenditure on domestic goods and imports is a function of regional 

income: 

E = eY 

M = mY 

where e = marginal propensity to consume 

m = marginal propensity to import. 

(2) 

(3) 

By substitution of equations 2 and 3 into 1 we obtain: 

Y = eY + X - mY 

so Y [ 1 - (e-m)] = X 
X 

and therefore Y = T-=- (e-m) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

From this it is seen that rEgional income is determined by export 

earnings, which is a restatement of the base economic concept. 

An increase in exports will lead to an increase in income. The 

level of regional income could be changed, assuming fixed exports 

by changes in the propensities to consume and import, [1-(e-m)] 

The difference between the two, (e-m), is the marginal propensity 

to consume locally. This variable w~s used in the Borg Warner 

study (1973) and will be employed in the present study. This is 

the major determinant of the regional multiplier. If equation 6 

is divided by X: 

y 1 
= (7) 

X 'I - (e-m) 

This leads to the regional multiplier, given the symbol K, where 



(e-m) denotes the marginal propensity to consume locally. The 

alternative is to derive K from estimates of e and m. Brown (1967) 

found from a variety of sources that in the United Kingdom that 

estimates of m ranged from 0.2 to 0.7. It was estimated that e was 

0.8 and by substitution in a multiplier formula conceptually similar 

to equation 7P values for K were obtained of 1.28 for development 

regions and 1.24 for smaller regions (Brownp 1967P 33). 

Further research in Britain attempted to place a minimum 

value on the multiplier (Archibaldp 1967) and inter-regional 

differences in values (Steelev 1969). Difficulties in measurement 

and use of the model was pointed out by Wilson (1968) and Allen 

(1969). With these in mind Greig (1970) examined the impact of 

a £15m. pulp and paper mill at Fort William on the Highland 

countries. His conceptual model differs little from above, except 

that to assist measurement he used average propensities to tax 

instead of marginal propensities. Likewise he used average pro

pensities to save, and import. Theoretically this would not effect 

the study to any significant degree, as pointed out by Lipsey (1963, 

597). The consumption estimates were based upon a local value added 

approach. The average propensity to import was based upon family 

expenditure surveys from which local val~e added was estimated as 

a proxy for (1-m) (Greig, 1970, 37). The value form was found 

to be Do71 9 and from this income multipliers of 101-14-1.511 were 

estimated. The upper and lower limits reflected the varying 

nature of the Highland areas. By using average propensities Greig 

maintained that the application of the concept was made simpler. 

INPUT - OUTPUT ANALYSIS 

The difficulties discovered in using base theory to derive 

regional multipliers was considered to be a serious limitation 



(Hoover, 1975, Isard, 1960, TieboutP 1965). A major difficulty 

encountered was that of finding a unit of measurement. From the 

various studies cited employment emerges as a widely used unit, 

but this fails to account for differences in wages and produc

tivity between industries i.e. productivity in base industries 

can change as a result of technological innovation with no in

crease in the number employed. A second difficulty is that of 

differentiating between basic and non-basic sectors. There are 

arbitrary sectors that often contain a mix of both. These dif

ficulties led to a different type of analysis being developed, 

input-output analysis. 

Input-output analysis is conceptually a set of accounts 

representing transactions amongst and between the following major 

economic sectors (Hoover, 1975, 223). 

Intermediate Sector: 

Private business activities within the region. This 

sector is broken down into individual industries or activities. 

It is referred to sometimes as the inter-industrial sector. 

Households: 

Individuals or families residing or employed in the region 

as buyers and consumers of goods and sellers of labour. 

Government: 

Local and national government, within and outside the 

region. 

Outside World: 

Activities 9 other than governmentp and individuals located 

outside the regiono 

Capi t<';!.!,: 

The stock of private capitalp including fixed and capital 

inventories. 



To express flows in a common unit money is used and so 

~n 
IU o 

the buying of labour from households is shown as wages and pay

roll outlays. Inputs to the government sector is shown as taxes 

and rates 9 and inputs to the capital sector as depreciation and 

inventory gains. The model is important in its ability to account 

for inputs and output in the intermediate sector for designated 

activities. These are tabulated in matrix formp and related on 

the matrix with each otherP and the other sectors. From the matrix 

value input coefficients are calculated to relate input from one 

sector to output of another. These values in turn are used to 

calculate multipliers and analyse the direct and indirect effects 

which growth in one sector has upon others and the economy (Hoover 9 

1975P Appendix 9-1). The introduction of consumption functions 

into the matrix allows the induced effect of increased household 

consumption expenditure to be added. 

Operating input-output models is dependent upon the 

availability of appropriate income and employment multipliers 

derived from the matrices (Richardson, 1972, 142). Using this 

information studies have been conducted mainly into the regional 

effects of defence and space related expenditures in the United 

States. Initial enquiries were made into the effects of military 

spending and changes in the scale of activity in this field? 

(Leontief & HoffenbergP 1951)p which estimated impact at an 

aggregat~ national level. It was considered inadequate as such 

impacts are felt regionallyp upon individual locations, rather 

than nationally (Richardson, 1972, 147). It was also found that 

measurement of defense impacts raised problems related to data 

limitations and interpetation rarely found in industrial studieso 

Much data was unavailable because of security restrictions. A 

high proportion of defense expenditure also was found to relatB 



to subcontractingp up to one half of the tntal amount (RichardGonP 

1972, 148). The only data these analysts were able to obtain per

tained to the remainderP thus biasing the findings. NASA released 

some information on sub-contractingP which was examined in inter

regional terms (Karaska» 1967). This study found that inter-indust

rial flows were very difficult to trace. Input-output analysis can 

show the full impact of an industry on a regional economy. In a 

study of the defense-space industry upon Los Angeles Peterson & 

Tiebout (1964) estimated that t,1.6 per cent of munufacturing 

employment was tied directly to those industriesp and defense-

space expenditures. 

An Assessment 

Of the two approaches the basic sector model is regarded 

as a cost effective alternative to input-output analysis for small 

regional studies (GarnickP 1970P 36). The cost of data generation 

for the input-output model seems to be a major problem with its 

operation, as does the obtaining of data information itself. The 

comparative effectiveness of each approach was examined studies 

for Washington Statep using each approach (Garnickp 1970). The 

conclusion reached was that the consolidated input-output closed 

model multiplier was approximately equal to aggregate basic ser

vice multiplierss both mathematically and empirically (Garnickp 

1970, 36). 

Factors that Affect.. Mult_iplJ.er Val~!_e_s_ 

Studies have found the multiplier values vary spatially. 

A study uf 115 Canadian metropolitan areas identified several 

factors for thisv using regression analysis (Harvevv 1973). These 

were given as; city sizeP geographic isolationP city agep growth 

ratep non labour incomev female participation in the labour force, 

per capita incornep unemployment figuresP city function (HarveyP 



1973, 471). Significant relationships were found to exist between 

the multiplier size and these variablRs. 

The relationship between city size and the multiplier value 

may be considered in the following argumnnt. As the city size 

increases so does the multiplier value, as the increased functions 

of a larger city lowers the propensity to import from outside, and 

so raises the propensity to consume locally. The larger the econo

mic base, in size and diversity, the greater is the capacity for 

self generating cumulative growth (Harvey, 1973, 472). 

Non labour income, generated by unearned income such as 

rents or transfer payments also has an effect. If a city has a 

high non labour to labour income it is able to support a higher 

ratio of service to basic employment. The average propensity to 

consume local goods relative to employment income is higl1er, and a 

larger employment multiplier result. Levels of employment and 

unemployment also affect the propensity to consume as a study of 

unemployed workers found that the MPr is higher than for the pop

ulation as a whole (Archibald, 1967, 35). This is because savings 

are very small or non existant. Like1•ise food and housing expen

diture was heavily weighted, compared with travel and entertainment. 

A secondary effect of unemployment concerns the mobility 

of labour, and the effect of a population .loss on regional incomes. 

A study by Vandercamp (1970) estimated that for every 5 persons 

leaving the 29 Canadian countries surveyed a further 2 became 

unemployed. Archibald (1967, 36) calculated that for each 7 in 

his study, that left the region to seek employment a further job 

loss of 1 occurred. Tho secondary depressing effect caused by out

migration from a labour surplus region has a negative efFect upon 

the employment multiplier. Immigration, conversely to meet an 

excess demand for labour increases overall demand due to the in-
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duc2d effect of additional incomeo Lrvels af public investment 

to cater for poriulation expansion by infrastructure additions is 

one explanation for thiso The demograpt1ic nature of the city also 

was found to effect the propensity to consume locally, and thus 

multiplier values (Andrews, 1955)0 The latter two points assume 

importance in the present studyo 

The studies examined havB deolt with the measurement of 

the regional impact of industry in economic termso An exception 

· to this is the Borg-Warner study (1973)0 This study not only 

examined the impact in economic terms, but also commented upon 

the potential social needs in the form of extra housing units, 

schooling facilities, and medical needso As such it illustrates 

the value of regional impact studies to planners to estimate likely 

social and infrastructure needso 

The impact of non-profit institutions 

The literature in this fiRld is somowhot sparse, as only 

three studies dealing with the impact of universities have been 

iocatedo Enquiries to other NP.w ZPaland universities have failed 

to locate other studies here or abroodo The studies examined vary 

in method, but each contains elements which are applicable, or are 

capable of modification for the present enquiryo 

The first study (Moore & Suffrin, 1974) examined the impact 

a long established university, Syracuse, had upon its regiono It 

concentrated upon an analysis of the financial transactions of the 

university in terms of regional cash flowso This term was taken 

to mean the casl, which onters the local economy from outside the 

region via the universityo The study found that 70 cents in each 

dollar received by way of revenue by the university came from out

side the region, and 50 cents of each dollar of expenditure was 

spent within the regiono Thus 42 cents (D.7 x 0.5) was a paten-



tial source of local income and expenditure. To estimate the 

consumption patterns of the 18~000 st1Jdents at Syracuse a ran

dom samplE of 100 students was surveyed. This sample was used 

to ascertain personal levels of expenditure. Using this infor

mation it was calculated that over $Sm. psr annum entered the 

economy from direct student expenditure. An additional round of 

$1.36 was calculated for each dnllar so spent (K = 2.36). As a 

study it was amongst the first of this kind. 

As an economic study however it omitted to take into 

account the levels of staff expenditure in spite of the fact that 

salaries of starf accounted for more than three times the amount 

of student expenditure. The study also did not estimate the 

impact upon' regional employment, population, or infrastructure. 

The derivation of a multiplier from basic non-basic employmEnt 

in the region, the application of this tn the regional cash flows 

that the university expenditure created, and a second multiplier 

based upon a student consumption survey, illustrated the use of 

well established methods in a new fiold. 

The second study was a doctoral thesis concerning the 

impact of Stirling University, Scotland, upon its local region 

(Brownrigg, 1975). This study was far more embracing in its 

treatment of impact th~n the Syracuse study. It examined pop-
\ 

ulation growth effects, the employment impact, and economic 

impact. 

The methodology used was to take the trends of the decade 

prior to the establishment of the university, for the region and 

examine the population trends and employment patterns. On the 

basis of these trends projections were made to predict what pro

bably would have happened within the region had not the university 

been builto Following this a cornporison was mac!e ~iith the actual 
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population and employment figures, and the difference attributed 

to the university's impact. 

The university component of regional income was estimated 

from staff and student numbers, salaries paid from the salary 

scales or bursary amounts multiplied together. Estimates of 

expenditures were obtained by using the Scottish Fomily Expendi

ture Survey, averaged over the years 19~7-7n (Orownrigg 9 1975, 

86). No surveys were conducted to ascertain whether or not stu

dent consumption and expenditure patterns differed at all from the 

category Brownrigg equated them with in the Scottish Family 

Expenditure SurveyP that of farm labourers. It was also assumed 

that the expenditure patterns of staff and construction workers 

would be similar (Brownrigg, 1975 9 BG). Again no empirical work 

was undertaken to corroborate this assumption. 

To the figures obtained from the previous estimates a 

multiplier conceptually similar to that used by Greig (1970) 

was used, introducing the variable of local value added instead 

of the marginal propensity to import. Brownrigg suggested that 

the multiplier had a lower value of 1.30 and an upper value of 

1.45. From the collected data Brownrigg then estimated the impact 

the university had upon local incomev employment and the secon

dary rounds of both within
1

the regional economy. Estimated pop

ulation trends were then projected into the decade 1975-86, 

providing the model with a predictive function. 

An examination of Brownrigg's overall methodology shows 

that whilst his multiplier derivation ~ias bQsed upon established 

theory? the data and assumption utilised in the multiplier cal

culations were tenuous. Assumptions regarding student and staff 

incomes and expenditure patterns were made that would appear to 

be reasonable on the face of itp but no actual survey was under

taken to find out whether or not these differed from the categories 
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assigned to them. In particular the assumption that was made 

that staff expenditure patterns and construction worker expen

diture patterns were similar. 

The methodology used to arrive at the population impact 

of the project also bears scrutiny. Estimates of population and 

employment were based upon the decad~ 195G-GG, and projected into 

the decade 1966-76 to find a base level. This is claimed to be 

the effect that would have been found had not the university been 

built. The methods used were well established. ~le prepared pop-

ulation projections by using empirical data. Firstly the base 

population was classified as to age cohorts and sexP secondly this 

was adjusted according to the specific fertility and mortality 

rates. From these a banded projection was made 9 ~iith the lower 

case or smaller prediction assuming zero migration, the upper 

case assuming migration rates continuing at the former rate. It 

is an established method that depends entirely upon the predic

tive stability of birth and mortality rates. It is becoming 

recognised that these are by no means as stable as was believed 

a few years ago (NoZ. Vear Booki 1977, 57). 

Employment projections also depend upon stability in indust

ryo Changes derived from national and internal pressures on demand 

and output 9 changes in technology and the rates of acceptance of 

such changes, decisions by management to expand or close branch 

operations of nationally owned firms are known to cause considerable 

changesB even in the short run. These factors compound the diffi

culties of forecasting employment in a sub-region prone to such 

pressureso 

The third study was conducted by the University of Exeter 

and is not an impact study in the sense of the others (Lewes & 

KirknessD 1973). It seeks to examine the economic and social inter-
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actions caused by the university 1 s gro~ith~ It was considered 

by the authors to be a planning exercise to allow for addj_tional 

planned growth by the university to a roll of "880 by 1977, from 

a 1971 roll of 3682. The developmental plan envisagsd an ultimate 

enrolment of 10 or 11,000 which representod the practical maximum 

of the present university estate. The authors stated that the 

reasons for an approach other than the usual reginnal multiplier 

calculation was that as statisticians it was not considered pos

sible to collect sufficiently accurate figures to bear the weight 

put upon them by input-output analysis. They also stated that they 

saw the effect of the university as being important in a number of 

fields, particularly housing, rather than as a general economic 

force. The study was designed as planning contribution to both 

the university and the city. The approach taken for the study 

was seen as more rewarding than the construction of a general 

model. 

The Exeter study concentrated upon examining the economic 

effects arising from university spending and that of staff an~ 

students, the employment offered by the university and the accomo

dation and traffic problems created by the university's existence. 

The effects of personal contacts by staff and students as well as 

the availability of university facilities and expertise were con

sidered. The financial links between the university and the city 

were quantified by examination the payments and receipts of the 

institution. To do this the university and general economy was 

divided into four sectors. These were: 

1) The Exeter City Council. 

2) The local economy. 

3) Central government and other local authorities. 

4) The rest of the United Kingdom. 



Payments and receipts could occur betwsen any two sectors~ either 

within or outside the university. Intsrn2lly the university it

self was categorised into four sectors: 

1) The university as a teaching and research facility 

using the income and expenditure accounts as a sourceo 

2) The university as a residential and catering organi

sation. 

3) University employees in all categories of employment. 

4) Students. 

Each of these sectors was seen as having financial connections 

with the others as well as outside ones. Analysis of the direct 

contributions showed that in 1971 total expenditure was £3,920,000 

by the university itself (Lewes & Kirkness, 1973, 8). The capital 

cost of residence was estimated as being £3,000 and total student 

income was estimated as being £1,850,000 or £1395 per head. A 

relationship between the size of the university and levels of 

expenditure, and it was concluded that a university of three times 

the size woulo contribute three timas the amount to the local 

economy. The university wus s-Ben as grmerating about 12% to 13% 

of incomes within the employment exchange area. 

Employment was examined and a table of regional employment 

showed a dependence upon offica and professional amployment. This 

accounted for 40% of the total regional employment. Surveys found 

that a very high proportion of academic positions, and about half 

of the administrative ones were fillerl by immigration. The skilled 

jobs were in the maintenance section and were occupied by older men. 

The survey found that the university oFfercd more secretarial and 

office jobs than the manufacturing S8ctor in Exetero 

Housing was an important aspect of the study, with surveys 

of staff being conducted to ascertain type of tenure, numbers in 

households, and othBr pertinent information. These resulted in the 



conclusions that tenure was related to employment. Academic staff 

were found to be owner occupiers (69%) wt1ile council tenants were 

found to predominate amongst the domestic staff. The estimation 

of future housing needs was found to depend upon ratios established 

from the surveys. These were: 

1) A staff to student ratio of just under 50%. 

2) Heads of households account for GG% of total staff. 

3) The percentage of staff living within the city boundary 

was 70.9%. 

Using the planned growth of the university» and these ratios it 

was then estimated that an additional 258 house units would be 

required for staff by 1977. 

Traffic studies and journey to work surveys showed that 

40% of the local staff members travelled by car to work~ and 68% 

of those resident outside the city travelled the same way. It 

was found that 14% arrived on footv the remainder using public 

transport. The traffic congestion identified as being caused by 

university traffic was found to warrant a complete study in it

self. The Exeter Council commissioned an enquiry as a direct 

result. 

The use of university facilities was investigatedv and the 

major users of these were learned societiesP summer schools 9 and 

extra-mural student courses. Moreover it was claimed the planned 

extension of the facilities to allow for courses in hair dressing 9 

insurance and banking should bring the commercial sector of the 

region into closer contact with the university. 

It is clear that this was a study to plan for future growth 

of the universityv and determine what needs would have to be allowed 

for in the way of accomodationP roading» facilities and the like. 

The effect on the economy and employment of the region was not seen 
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as a priority for the study. Consequently it reflected the plan

ner's viewpoint. Nevertheless several important matters were 

raisedo It was stated that there was a likelihood that a thres

hold existed, below which the social and economic effects were not 

regionally significant. Ten yeors prior to the studyp in 1961, the 

university roll was 1350 and the effects were far less noticeable 

than in 1971 when the students represented 39 per thousand of pop

ulation. A second important aspect of the study was the formal 

identification of the many and various facets of a university 1 s 

trading, social, and cultural linkages. These were not only iden

tified but methods of quantification were also developed by which 

they could be evaluated. In spite of the objections raised by the 

authors to the use of a multiplier analysis approachv and the rea

sons given for this point of view 1 it is believed that the consid

eration of generated regional income components, and the secondary 

effect of the expansion of regional employment could have added to 

the study. It is realised that as this was a planning study these 

points were not strictly necessary to this exercise. 

The three studies show how different approaches have been 

applied to the measurement of the regional impact of a non-profit 

institution such as a university. As an application of what is by 

now a well developed model to new fields they all show a different 

direction for such studies. Non-profit institutions undoubtably 

contribute much regionallyP yet judging by the amount of published 

material available little is known of the contributions. The pre

sent studydraws upon the studies cited and hopesto add in turn to 

the existing literature. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

SCOPE, THEORY, AND METHODOLOGY 

A preliminary study of the population of the city of 

Palmerston North prior to 196G sets a benchmark against which 

later developments may be compared. The year 1965 is a key year 

as it is not only a census year, but can bB identified with the 

beginning of the large scale development of the university campus 

and community. Such an examination includes established para

meters of overall population growthf its structure and compositionu 

the rate of agingp and migration patterns. These establish the 

population basis for the decade 1956-1966. 

To effect a comparison between these base trends and mea

sure the impact the university has had upon this base, t~10 methods 

of analysis suggest themselves. The first is that used by Brownrigg 

(1975) in the study of Stirling University discussed in the litera

ture. This method was to firstly establish the population base 

trends and then project these bGse lines into the ensuing decade. 

This methodology uses vital statistics of the first time period, 

adding to or subtracting from the established base. This deter

mines what the population would have been if the university had 

not been established. The differences betwBen this forecast pat

tern and what actually happened can then be attributed to the 

intervention of the university. Tl1is type of analysis was con

sidered~ but it was felt to have the inherent weaknesses of pop

ulation forecasting as well as additional. complications that are 

specific to this study region. Complications arise from the extra 

population resulting from the development of the DRI and DSIR 



. 'I facilities on an adjac2nt site during a concurrent time per1odo 

It would be most difficult to use the Brrn,1nrig9 method ,md attri

bute such growth to the intervention of the university alone under 

these circumstances. For these reasons thu methodology was con

sidered and rejected. 

A second approach is that of establishing the population 

base lines for a starto The total pop1.1J.~tion trBnds for the region 

from 1955 onwards can then be considered, from which those elements 

known to be directly attributable to the university can be sub

tracted. This method eliminates the main objections to the former 

method, and was accordingly selected for this study. A close 

analysis of population dynamics of the period prior to and after 

1955 is undertaken. This is followed by an examination of the 

elements that are directly attributable to the university, stu

dents, staff, and dependents. 

To establish known base periods within this time frame 

census years have been selected. This keeps estimates to a mini

mum as known data is used wherever possible. It is recognised 

that projections are necessary regarding migration trends, as 

empirical data is not available. 

Information concerning the student population and staff 

is available from enrolment and other records at the university. 

Where such data is unavailable random sampling was emplnyed. 

Three such surveys were required, one for students, a second for 

academic staff, and the third for non-academic staff members. 

Information was sought in these surveys concerning income and 

expenditure patterns 9 place of origini sex 9 marital statLJS~ num

ber of dependents, and age. From the surveys a profile of the 

effect of the university, in terms of people, their origins, 

places of residence, age and sexP and migration pGtterns can be 



produced. The university profile is tt12n ~ubtra~tPd from city 

population profile at census yBars. In this way the social impact 

or the university can be empirically gauged. 

Spatial changes within thP city arP an important geogr

aphical aspect. From population data nbt~incd for suburbs within 

the city the growth or decline of each suburb can be determined. 

This can be examined in terms of population growth and structure. 

Structural characteristics of suburbs which house young families 

differ from those which house the elderly. By examining population 

trends in the suburbs the impact of the university upon the estab

lished suburban pattern becomes evident. The section which assesses 

impact in social terms occupies the first part of this study. 

Economic analysis is also a vital part of this study. 

Two approaches are t2ken to the assessncnt of economic impact. 

The first is on Bxamination of the impact upon ~mploymBnt 9 which 

is followed by the rxamination of thr imp3ct upr1n regional income. 

The study examines employment impacts by injtially identifying 

that which is directly attributable to the university. This is 

done by accounting for members nf the Gcademic 9 non-academic 

and other staff members. To this direct employment a multiplier 

is applied. In this case the multiplier is derived from the ratio 

of basic to non-basic employment within the region. The result is 

an estimate of the secondary nmployment that is generated within 

the region. The numbers employed in thnsB t~1a categories is obtain

ed from census data. From the numbers employed in the work force 

in occupation groups it is also possible to estimate the probable 

occupation groups in which expansion took place. 

An equally important dimension is the impact that the 

BXpBnditure of the university has upnn the regional income. The 

methods are based upon the multiplier studies alrBady discussed. 
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The theory states that an initial injection of nee, income 

generates additional regional income by way of the multiplier. 

The new income in this instance is the sxnenditure of staff pay

rolls and student allowances in the city, coupled with the direct 

expenditures of the university. This is imported capital, as the 

source lies outside the region. As such it can be considered 

part of the basic sector of the region. The basic sector, or 

economic base conveys the idea that certain regional activities 

lead and ultimately determine overall r~gJonal development. These 

activities bring new income to the region either by exporting goods 

and services or public service activities funded by the government. 

The growth of the non-basic sector or retail service and tertiary 

sectors are the consequenses of basic sector growth (Andrews, 1955). 

Four sources of regional input can be attributed to the 

university. They are identified here as the university expenditure, 

student expenditure, academic staff expenditures, and non-academic 

staff expenditure. The Syracuse Univarsity study (Moore & Suffrin, 

1974) adopted a method of arriving at the university regional 

expenditure by using a regional cash flow approach. 

This is prepared from the university budget. Using this 

information those amounts that accrue from outside the region are 

separated from those with other sources. It is the amount that 

enters the university from outside the region that assumes impor

tance. On the expenditure side of the lcdgar the payments made by 

the university within the region are seperated from those made 

outside in the same manner. It is the former that is important 

in this instance. This enables the contribution to the regional 

economy as a primary flow of income may be calculated. 

To this figure an income multiplier value is applied to 

estimate the total economic impact of tt,e capital injection. The 



multiplier to be used is derived from the census of nccupations 

using the basic to non-basic figures. This is a similar approach 

to that used by Moore & Suffrin (1974). It is argued that this is 

appropriate as the impact effects will depend upon the inter-regional 

trade multiplier, which is similar in every respect. This is to be 

further discussed in Chapter 7. 

Student and staff incomes and expenditures are estimated 

from three surveys. These were distributed to randomly selected 

samples amongst students, non-academic staff and academic staff 

members" 

The sample of students surveyed included those living in 

hostel accomodationv flatting, boarding, and at home. The non

academic sample included those employed in the registery, printery~ 

grounds and building maintenance, libraryp techicians and secretar

ies. The academic sample surveyed all grades of academic employees 

from Professors to demonstrators. For the purposes of grouping 

this information readers were included with the category of 

ProfessorP this being the way they are shown in the universityvs 

own statistical information. From the questionnaires information 

concerning gross and net incomes was derived~ as well as expEndi-

tures on superannuation 0 insurances and savings. Tax paid was 

calculated from current taxation tablrrn. The amount expended 

within the region was also obtained in this LiJay. From these sur

veys three mul tipliers
2 

umre calc:ulated 9 using ttrn average pro

pensity to consume regionally and the average propensity to tax. 

These values 1.i.1ere used instead of :narginal propen,:ii ties because 

of the manner in which the data was obtained. It is precisely 

the same approach used by Greig (1970)p and thus made operations 

simpler. For practical purposes the use of these should not effect 

the findings to any degree of significance (Lipsey, 1963, 597). 



The direct regional income injectinn was_ calculated in each 

instance, and the multipliers in turn applied to this. To assess 

the total impact these figures were finally summed. 

In this outline of the study methods the human and social 

impacts as well as the economic im11acts wore stressed. Each type 

of contributes an insight that complements the other. It is in 

this manner that the geographical assessment of institutional 

impact makes a special contribution. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 The DSIR and ORI sited directly across the road from Massey 

expanded rapidly in the decade after 1966. Both employ research 

personnel, and confusion would have arisen between this population 

and that at Massey University had Orownrigg's methods been employed. 

2 The multiplier value here is that portion of each dollar that 

is spent upon consumption within the community. It is paid to 

local factors of production. 
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CH!iPTER TulO 

PALMERSTON rJORTH PDPLJl_nTIDN GROWTH PRIOR TD 1955 

The year 1955 marked tho commencamont of growth that narkad 

transition for Massey University from a small agricultural College 

to a full multi-faculty university. The Act of Parliament permitting 

this was passed in 1954. It alsn coincided with an annual census 

of population. For this study this year determines the point before 

and after which population trends are examined. This chapter 

examines the population trends prior to 1966 and through this seeks 

to show which elements of population gBography should be used as 

comparative measures. 

Prior to the expansion of thE university the population of 

Palmerston North ~J8S alr2ady groi~ing ot a mean rate of 2o79% annuallyp 

following the war. This rate recorded a pPak in the 1945-1951 

intercensal period of an annual rate of 3.19%. The rate of increase 

subsequently slowed, and for the 1961-1956 period was 2.58% annually. 

Following this an influx of staff and students arrived from all 

parts of New Zealand and overseas. 

Overall Growth Prior to 1955 

In terms of population numbP.rs the city of Palmerston North 

has continued to grow steadily from the first years figures were 

kept. From 1920 when the population was 15,549 until the 1935 

census when the city had 22 1 202 people, growth seemed steady. An 

examination of the intercensal annual growth rates does indicate 

a slowing in the annual rate of increase, however. For the three 

census periods in the years 1915 to 1936 these were calculated as 

Second World War displayed a similar patterno In overall numbers 



the population grew from 25 9 277 in 1945 to 35p632 in 1956 9 and 

46 9 832 in 1966.(see Table 1). The intetcensal growth rates for 

these periods were calculated as 3.19%, 3.13% and 2.85% respec-
1 

tively.' By comparison with the national figures, when the pop-

ulation of the country grew from 1p747 9 679 in 1945 to 2,417,543 

in 1961 9 and 2,676~788 in 1966 with intercensal increases being 

calculated as 2.05% 9 2.30%, and 2.10% annually. The city of 

Palmerston North may be seen as growing ot a rate in excess of 

the national trend. 

The examination of the city's population numbers for the 

period from 1945 to 1966 shows that at the latter part of this 

time span the population grew from 30p351 in 1951 to 41,014 in 

1961, and to 46,832 in 1966 giving an overall annual mean growth 

rate of 3.05% for the 1950 1 s to mid 1960 1 s. To provide a stan-

dard for comparison the mean national increase was 2.23% for the 

same period. The North Island, which was growing faster than the 

South Island had a rate of 2.51%. These trends, coupled with an 

examination of Table 1p show that the ratR of population increase 

accelerated during the late 1950 1 sp later to slow, but that the 

city was still growing at a faster rate than either New Zealand 

or the North Islando 

Age and Sex Structure 

Overall population figures reveal little about the struc

ture of the population. Age and sex information however can be 

extracted from ths censL1s figures and presented either in tables 

or diagrammaticallyo Figure 1 illustrates changes in age and 

sex characteristics for the census years 1955 and 1955. By pre

senting this information graphically in porcentage of the total 

city population in five year age groups the features of the pop

ulation are sho10n. In 1956 the population structure in terms of 
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age and srcx did not di ffc=!r much frrnn thnsr-=? of other middle order 

cities 0 except for a decline in the 1n to 19 male age groupP fol

lowed by a bulge in the male group of 14 to 39 years. Ten years 

later this pattern was changed. The age group of 15 to 19 years 

for both males and females had increased, which can be related to 

the establishment of a Teacher's College. Ev8n more significantly, 

but unaccountably a decline in the male ond female age group of 

30 to 34 years was observed. 

Another te~hnique that reveals nthar changes in the pop

ulation trends is that of calculating a sex ratio, that is the 

number of females in the population per 100 males. 

number of females 
Sex ratio -

numberof males X 100 

Using this technique a sex ratio of 120.94 ~1as calculated for 

the year 1945, with census figures used as the source data. This 

means that for every hundred males in the city there were almost 

121 females. The ratio changed to 110.DC, ond by 1966 hod fur

ther altered to 108.11. Over o period of 20 years the balance 

between the sexes was slowly redressed. 

One further technique used widely is to determine whether 

or not the population is growing older nr younger. This is the 

index of agingu and is calculated by comparing the number in the 

population aged 60 years and over with those 20 years of age and 

younger. This derives 3n index numbEr which enables such com

parisons to be made. Aging indices calcul~ted for the period under 

reviBWp for tho years 1945P 1956 and 19GG 8TB calculated as being 

45.23, 36.98v and 33.06 respectively (Tuble 2). 

A comparison of both sets of information over the time 

period under review shows that the population of the city grew 

appreciably younger during the 20 years rovicw8d~ and the balance 



TABLE 1 

POPULATION OF PALMERSTON NORTH CITY 1916-1976 

Census Year Population ~\nnual Increase D/ 
i~ 

1916 12,827 

1921 15,649 4 0 05 

1926 1811153 3oD1 

1936 22,202 2o03 

1945 25,277 1o45 

1951 30,531 3.19 

1956 3511632 3o13 

1961 41,014 2o85 

1966 46,832 2.68 

1976 57,839 2o14 

Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, 1916=1976 

Note: Annual rate of increase was calculated by: 

) X 100 
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of the sexes was restored somcwhGto It must be remembered that 

this period was also the time span during which the post war 

'baby boom' was most noticeable. 

Migration Patterns 

The movement of people to and from a region is often recog

nised as one indicator of the economic state of health. The 

studies cited in the literature (Vandercarnp, 1970 and Archibald, 

1967) both showed that a population loss had considerable effect 

upon regional employment and incomes. Immigration was shown to 

have the opposite effect, as there are secondary effects operating 

through the employment multiplier and the induced effects created 

by investment to cater for the employment and population expan

sion by infrastructure additions. From the geographer's point 

of view the effects are not only economjc~ but migration leads 

to spatial variatinn in the selection of dPmographi~ characteris-

tics. Migration is rBcogniscd as o sRlcctivr rrocess, highly 

variable in nature (Trlin, 1971P 3). Demographic changes were 

also recognised as effecting the propensity to consume, and hence 

the multiplier value (Andrews, 1955). Migration is therefore ari 

aspect of the study that is important to consider geographically 

and economically. 

A major problem in measuring migration is the lack of direct 

information. This was commented upon in o study of migration 

recently completed (BirrellD 1977P 20). Until 1970 no questions 

were asked in census gathering, and after that date the informa

tion as to place of residence 1 and 5 years previously has been 

requested but not collated. To overcome this lack of direct 

informationp demographers have developed inferential techniques 

to determine the size of migration movement. From the New Zealand 

Vital Statistics the survival ratio for each age group, by sBx~ 



Census Year 

1945 

1956 

1966 

Notes: 

1) Sex Ratio= 

TABLE 2 

SEX RATIO AND INDEX OF AGING 

Sex Ratio 

120094 

110000 

108011 

Number of Females 

Index of Aging 

45023 

36098 

33006 

X 100 
Number of malP.s 

Number 60 years and over 
2) Index of Aging= 

Number under 20 years of age 

Source: Data from New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings 

1945-1966 

/ 



is applied to 3ge groupj_ngs in th8 rc".xisting popuL:1!:irm to dBtl,r-

mine the number expected to survive. Dy comparing this with the 

actual number found any difference m~y he 3ttribut8d to migration. 

This method has been widely employed in this country by McCaskill 

(1964)P Heenan (19GB) and Frazer (1971). The effectiveness of 

this method has been commented upon by Trlin (1971, 23) 

An inescapable margin of error in the resultant estimates ••• 

there should be little reason to qu2stion the facts of 

occurrence, of direction, and of relative volume, especially 

when the ebb and flow currents of migration are strongly 

developed. 

Regarding the accuracy of estimating small gains and losses in 

the population through the use of this method, Heenan (1968, 15) 

notes, 

This should be recognised more as an indication of net 

migration as an element of total change 9 rather than 

definite and precise evidence of either size or direction. 

It is clear from these comments that the Life Table Survival 

Method is able to show broad indications of net changes rather 

than offer precise information about smoll gains and losses. 

Life Table Survival Rate methodology was applied in this 

study. The actual origin and destination of migrants remains 

unknown. Some supportive studies are ovailable to fill in the 

data gaps. A study of Takara, a suburb of Palmerston North (Hunt 9 

1970) and a study of electoral roll an2lyois (Andersony 1954) 

during the period 1960 to 1962 supplies some direct information. 
", 

Anderson found that movement in the city did not affect various 

occupation groups equally and concluded that the migration of 

males in professional~ managerial and salns groups of occupations 

was closely linked with career stags and the gaining of experience 



and promot:i.ono It tt121s notrod thnt tl1j_s tdilc.i Fl3flC:r:L:illy truu of 

those employed in large national organisations such as banksP 

teachersp government departments and salPs firms. The members 

of these groups 9 being in thP city in large numbHrs contributed 

increasingly to m igrot ion chunges (Andr:rson, 19Gli, 171.1). 

A draw to would be migrants was the state housing suburb 

of Takaro 0 by providing new housing opportunities. Hunt (1970P 38) 

found that this was mentioned by BS% of hor intorviowed sample 

and nearly one half of the sample occupied Housing Corporation 

units. Over 30% of the sample intended to leave the suburb in 

the near future citing the inadequacy of the houses that drew 

them as the reason for this. Insufficient size, tenancy~ and 

ownership were some reasons given for this. Of the immigrants 

she found that Takaro drew an oppraciable proportion from the 

local rural area, some 37.2% of the s3mrl2 having lived within 

30 miles of the city previnusJ.y. A rondnm sample of the house

holds linked movement into Tokoro with the lower half of the 

North Island, especially Wellington and the Hutt, as well as the 

upper half of the South Island. None had resided in Auckland or 

f\Jorth Auckland. 

Estimates of net migration were prepared using the Life 

Table Survival Rate method t,ihich shmtJe(:i migration ccmU.nued into 

the city region. This contrasts with the trend for the surround

ing area to experience population losses through migration (Trlin, 

1971). The estimates of migration E:irri shrndn in Table 3 and shows 

that the city experienced substantial migration gains in the 15 to 

19 year age groups. A loss of females in the 20 to 29 year age 

groups is also a trend identified. Doth m8y be linked with the 

Teacher's College in the city, and the Nursing School. These and 

other career opportunities may wRll attract the ynung2r age groups 
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who subsequently leave when the period of tr3ining is nver. This 

is conjecture at thi5 pointP and thRso trends could prove an avenue 

for further study. 



Net 

Age Groups 

5 - 9 Yrs 

10 - 14 

15 - 19 

20 - 24 

25 - 29 

30 - 34 

35 - 39 

40 - 44 

45 - 49 

50 - 54 

55 - 59 

60 ·- 64 

65 - 69 

70 - 74 

75 - 79 

80 - 84 

TABLE 3 

ESTIMATES OF NET,MIGRATIDN (1961-1966) 

Male 

206 

154 

267 

103 

139 

61 

43 

33 

80 

7 

52 

1 

15 

5 

1098 

Female 

119 

89 

622 

-50 

-56 

18 

76 

91 

23 

70 

4£1 

47 

49 

19 

-8 

-41 

1112 

Note: Calculations were b~sed upon the Life Table Survival Method 

Mt= Ac= t - (Ac x Lt) 

Ac - t = Age cohort A at census c - t years 

Lt - Life table survival rate during t yeQrs 

Mt = Net migration overt yBars 

Sources: New Zealand Life Tables 1960-1962 in New Zealand Census 

of Population 1961 (Appendix 8). 



FOOTNOTES 

1 The annual intercensal rate of increase was calculated by the 

use of the formula: 

t 

( J P1/PO - 1 
) X 100 

where PO= population numbers at the initial time period 

P1 = population at the later time period 

t = the time period in between 



CHAPTErl n1nE[ 

PALMERSTON NORTH POPULATION GROWTH SIN~E 1965 

The population of Palmerston North city grew from 45,832 

in 1966 to 51,893 in 1971 and to 57,839 by 1975. This chapter 

deals with the various aspects of the changes in ropulation that 

have taken place in the city since 196G. For this period additional 

information from census data concerning changes in suburbs within 

the city enables the growth and decline of these areas to be 

measured and the impact of an immigrant population to be deter

mined. Some difficulty has been found in meshing data, as criteria 

change from one census to another, but where this has occurred 

transformation techniques h8ve b8en m8de tn make comparisons. 

These are noted in the text. 

Overall city population growth only becomes meaningful 

when compared to some established benchmark. Growth comparisons 

with the rest of New Zealand provide such a standard of comparison. 

The intercensal increase for the city of Palmerston North was 

10.8% in the 1966-1971 period and 11.45% for 1971-1976. A com

parison with the North Island and New Zealand rates for the same 

periods shows that the city grew at a faster rate than both of 

these benchmarkso The North Island rates were 8.35% and 10.58% 

respectively. These rates in turn are 1.3% and 2.1% above the 

national gro1J.ith rates (Harris, 1977 » 10). 

With a growth rate in excess of both the North Island and 

the nation established for the city as Q whole it is pertinent to 

examine where the growth occurred in the city. The dyn2rnics of 

population change within the city assists with the identification 

of present settlement patterns. Th8 ropulation growth attributed 

to the influx of student and staff mBmbers can then be identified 



Vear 

1966 

1971 

1976 

POPULATION TOTALS FOR PALMERSTON NORTH CITY (1966-1976) 

Population Number 

li5 P 832 

51,893 

57p839 

Percentage Increase 

1966 - 1971 1Do8D% 

1971 - 1976 11.46% 

Source: Depto of Statistics, 'New Zealand Census of Population 

and Dwellings' 1966, 1971 9 1976: tuellington negional 

Bulletins. 
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spatially within the city, as well, as by aggrRgate. The distri

bution of population by city suburlJ is shown in TablP 5. This is 

for the census periods 1966, 1971, and 197G. Some slight variations 

are to be found between totals for population, attributable to the 

variance between provisional counting and the final count. This is 

especially true of the 1976 census material which has just been 

released on a provisional basis at the time of writing. In spite 

of these differences this analysis serves to identify those city 

areas in growth and decline. 

Between 1966 and 1971 those suburban areas which experienced 

a marked increase in population are identifiable from Table 6. 

These include Kelvin Grove (326.55%) Awapuni (155.13%) Milson 

(50.28%) Highbury (25.50%) and Brightwater {25.21%). In contrast 

suburban areas which lagged considerably behind the overall growth 

rate or were in decline are identified as Terrace End (-8.99%) 

the Central area (-0.62%) followed by Takara (2.05%) and Papaeoia 

(2.00%). The latter two lag by 8% behind the city growth rate. 

During the second intercensal period (1971 to 1976) a marked 

increase in population growth was experienced in the suburbs of 

Highbury (142.39%) Takara (116.24%) Milson (109.94%) the central 

area (93.98%) and in Kelvin Grove (58.09%). The city areas in 

population decline during this time period were Terrace End (-2.18%) 

and Hokowhitu which experienced zero population growth. 

The combination of this information with aging indices 

enables the identification of the type of growthp as being in the 

younger or older age groups. The combination of both pieces of 

information provides an insight into the spatial dynamics of pop

ulation growth for this decade. The indices of aging have been 

calculated on a basis of those over the 2ge of 65 years compared 

with those under 20 years in this instance. This was made necessary 



TABLE 5 

ANALYSIS OF POPULATION BY SUBURBAN AREAS (1966-1976) 

1966 1971 1976 

Suburban Areas f'-'1 F Total M F Total M F Total 

Milson 661 610 1271 945 964 1910 1970 2042 4012 

Kelvin Grove 59 54 113 238 24l+ 482 396 366 762 

Takara 2736 2878 5614 2252 2937 5599 3045 3306 6351 

Papaeoia 2486 2310 5696 2663 3147 5810 2841 3331 6172 

Terrace End 2775 2979 5754 2498 2739 5237 2417 2706 5123 

Br ighh.Jater 1120 1180 2300 1423 1480 2903 1515 1614 3129 

Highbury 1928 1996 392L, 244fJ 2505 4945 2997 3075 6072 

Central City 1758 1891 3S49 1651 1747 3398 1837 1612 3439 

" . M'.i.lapuni 2799 2786 5585 3484 3624 7108 3907 4075 7082 

West End 1927 2190 l1117 2036 2255 4292 2135 2274 44[]9 

Te Awe Awe 2161 2508 4667 2288 2576 4964 2323 2827 5150 

Hokowhitu 2316 2297 4613 2379 2480 4829 2344 2485 4829 

Aokautere 208 154 362 244 138 382 300 201 501 .:--
N 
• 

Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings 1966-1976. 



Suburban Area 

Milson 

Kelvin Grove 

Takaro 

Papaeoia 

Terrace End 

Brightwater 

Highbury 

Central City 

Awapuni 

West End 

Te Awe AuJe 

Hokowhitu 

Aokautere 

T f\BLE fj 

INTERCENSAL RATES OF INCREASE (PERCENT) 

1950-1971 

sn.28 

325.55 

2.05 

2.00 

-8.99 

26.21 

25.50 

-0.62 

155.13 

4.25 

6.36 

13.35 

5.52 

43. 

1971-1975 

109.94 

58.09 

116.21+ 

6.23 

=2 a 18 

7.79 

142.39 

93.98 

12.29 

3. 75 

3.35 

o.oo 

31.15 

Source: Data from New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings 

(1960-1975) 



Suburban Area 

Milson 

Kelvin Grove 

Takaro 

Papaeoia 

Brightwater 

Highbury 

Central City 

Awapuni 

West End 

Te Awe Awe 

Hokowhitu 

Aokautere 

TABLE 7 

POPULATION OF PALMERSTON NOFHH (1971-1976) 

INDEX OF AGING GV SUBURBS 

1971 

6035 

5o24 

30032 

41.36 

22.54 

5.72 

41.24 

13066 

38.12 

37.51 

10.84 

10 0 .32 

1976 

5.25 

2.29 

33033 

46.60 

23097 

7.51 

32.62 

16 .10 

43.13 

40.61 

21.62 

10aD9 

Source: Data from New Zealand Census nf Population and Dwellings 

(1971, 197G) Wellington Regional Bulletin. 

Note: These are calculated by comparing the population numbers 

of those over 65 with those under 20 years. 
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by a change in thB census age grnLrns by oovernment statisticians. 

These indices cannot be comparnd with thnsc in the nrcvious data 

series. 

Kelvin Grove experienced its major growth in the years 1966-

1971 and is still growing, but at one sixth of the former rate. The 

aging index of 6.35 for 1966-1971 showed that the population was 

very young. It fell to 5.25 during the second period 1971-1976. 

The index does not relate to the population age, but indicates the 

proportion of elderly to young in the ponulation structure. In this 

instance it indicates that the population was young, but gretJ younger 

during the second intercensal period. The fact that this trend can 

be identified shows the significant proportion of persons under 20 

when compared with those 65 and over. The suburb expanded by 300% 

during 1966-1971. These observations add an empirical dimension 

to the observation made in the Manawatu Urban Growth Strategy Study 

(Apthorp, 1978, 53) that Kelvin Grove is a young and expanding 

community (Table 8)0 

Highbury a suburb which has developed more in the second 

intercensal periodo The Growth Strategy Study (ApthorpP 1978, 45) 

stated that this suburb has a population where 39% were 14 years 

of age or younger. Indices of aging are calculated as 5.72 and 

7.51 respectively again an indication of young families. Takara 

likewise experienced a growth period during the second intercensal 

period 9 growing by 116% compared to 2% for the 1965-1971 period. 

The aging index shows that the population is olderP being 30.32 

in 1971 and 33.33 in 1976. The exan1ination of age groups in cen

sus data showed that the 20-29 age group predominated (Table 9). 

The central city area is of especial interest to this study. 

The suburb is made up of commercialP industrial and older hous

ing. Many of these older homes ar2 used as flats 9 occupied by 



T/\GL[ f\ 

POPULATION OF PALMERSTON NORTli SUOU~GS DY AGE G~ours (1971) 

Suburb 0-4 5-14 15-19 2rJ .. fi4 S5-

Milson ?, 19 457 138 91,1, 58 

Viel vin Grove 113 98 18 21+0 12 

Takara 41,2 i036 f,13 287[1 531, 

Papaeoia 345 732 9E7 2892 81,5 

Terrace End 372 1059 504 2759 345 

Brightwater 371 583 226 1452 256 

Highbury 745 1484 373 2193 149 

Central City 212 400 479 1868 450 

Awapuni 882 1839 509 3366 455 

West End 310 51,9 425 2393 528 

Te Awe Awe 299 813 658 2519 664 

Hokowhitu 406 1142 525 21,27 225 

Aokautere 28 81 75 179 19 

Source: New Zealand Census of Populations and Dwellings (1971) 

Bulletin No. 8, P. 9, Table 2. 



students, and others who wish to combin~ thr advantages of cen

tral city living with lower per capita rentals. This area was 

in population decline in the 1966-1971 period with a population 

loss of -0.62%. As the city growth rate was 10.80% for this per

iod this suburb was in population decline of a substantial kind. 

The index of aging for this period was 41.24 7 a high value that 

indicated the population was made up of a high proportion of older 

residents. From the census data it may be seen that 14% of the 

population were GS years of age or overP compared with the city 

average of 9% (Apthorpp 1978, 81). The change in the period 1971-

1976 was quite a dramatic one. From a negative growth rate the 

population almost doubled (93.98%), at the same time the index 

of aging fell by almost 10 points tn 32.G4 ~1hich is about the same 

as that for Takara. Further analysis of the census data (Table 9) 

shows that whilst the actual number of elderly stayed about the 

same the numbers of persons in the 20-29 ~ge group rose to 30.59% 

of the total population. From this infnrm3tinn it is clear that an 

influx of young people migrated to this suburb~ overlaying the 

older static population. 

Areas of the city that are in decline also merit attention. 

Terrace End is one such suburb 1 experiencing a decline of popula

tion of -8.99% in the 1966-1971 period which slowed to -2.18% in 

1971-19760 Hokowhitu is another suburbp slowing from a growth 

rate of 13.35% in the first instance to zero growth for the sec

ond. In this instance it was accomp3niBd by a rise of 11.00 on 

the index of aging scalep the greatest change recorded for the 

city. This showed that a rapid movement of aging population was 

experiencedP which then rBmained static. Examination of the cen

sus data (Table 9) shows that the agG group GS years and over 

increased by 89% in the second five year period 9 while other age 



TABLE 9 

POPULATION OF PALMERSTON NORTH SUBURBS BY AGE GROUPS (1976) 

p.ge Groups 

Suburb 0-4 5-14 15-17 18-19 20-29 30-39 40-59 60-64 65-

Milson 687 878 194 87 900 589 515 65 97 

Kelvin Grove 128 165 34 20 189 129 81 7 8 

Takara 552 1027 351 331 1182 601 1248 290 757 

Papaeoia 357 59~ Li20 563 1440 425 1Q30 295 948 

Terrace End 384 866 335 253 807 448 1202 295 532 

Brightwater 275 613 174 181 510 400 557 120 293 

Highbury 815 1590 394 197 975 830 929 1~7 225 

Central City 201 352 160 403 1052 338 463 106 364 

Awapuni 73Lf 1892 571 298 9ld 1117 1616 248 563 

West End 251 549 219 312 937 378 924 265 574 

Te ,C\we Awe 276 742 358 392 891 487 1020 263 718 

Hokowhitu 369 10L+7 343 207 537 582 1143 176 425 .i:-
[!J 
0 

Aokautere 38 77 29 7Lf 78 67 105 11 22 

Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings (1976) Bulletin No. 8, Table 2. 



TABLE 10 

AGE AND SEX GROUPINGS IN PALMERSTDrJ NORTH CITY (1971) 

Population Percr:::ntage of Total 

Age Groups Male Female Male Female 

0-4 271+7 26 4 5 5.30 5.10 

5-14 5873 5541 11.32 10.68 

15-19 3095 3570 5.97 6.88 

20-24 2919 2566 5.63 4. 95 

25-29 1834 11345 3.54 3.56 

30-34 1556 1550 .3.00 2.99 

35-39 1412 1440 2.72 2.78 

40-44 1518 1552 2.92 2.99 

45-49 1497 1553 2.89 2.99 

50-51+ 1297 1414 2.50 2.72 

55-59 1153 1293 2.22 2.49 

60-64 1003 1140 1.93 2.20 

65-69 785 992 1. 51 1.91 

70-74 522 816 1. 00 1.57 

75-79 347 620 0.67 1.20 

80-84 184 387 (7.36 0.75 

85-89 93 193 0.17 D.37 

90 - 32 B1 0.f"JG 0.16 

Source: New Zealand Census of Porulation and Dwellings (1971) 

Wellington Regional BulletinP TablB 4. 



groups remained in approximately the same proportions. 

As a consequence of this type of analysis not only is the 

dynamic nature of population change apparent, but it is possible 

to generalise about the changing shape of the intra city patterns. 

Kelvin Grove and Milson are suburbs that are new and are expan

ding rapidly both populated by predominately young age groups. 

Takara likewise is expanding, but the settlement population is 

older and very mobile. The central city area has expanded in pop

ulation at a time period that coincides with the growth of the 

Massey student population, and is being settled by a young adult 

age group which overlays an older 9 permanent population group. 

Awapuni has experienced a slowing growth rate as the initial 

expansion by young families has slowed, and the children grow 

older. These may be classified as 'settlement' suburbs. 'Mature' 

suburbs may be considered as those which are undergoing no signi

ficant changes. These may be identified as Te Awe Awe 9 Papaeoia 9 

and West End. On a similar basis the suburbs in decline could be 

classified as 'declining' suburbs and identifies as Hokowhitu 

which slowed down following an influx of older parsonsP and Terrace 

End which is also in relative population decline. 

Changes in Age and Sex Structure from 19GG 

Age and sex data is shown in census tables in terms of 

numerical data. This requires further interpolation if trends 

and changes are to be clarified. Accordingly the raw data has 

been transformed into a graphic form (Figure 2). In this the 

age groups are changed to percentages of the total population by 

sex and age. The data presented is for the years 1966 and 1971 

as at the time of writing 1976 census data was not available. 

Nevertheless in the five years between 1966 and 1971 the age and 

sex structures of the city had undergone significant ch~nges 9 



Males 

FIGURE 2 

AGE AND SEX STRUCTURES 
PALMERSTON NORTH 

1966 - 1971 

Females 

Ages 

75 ., 
70 - 74 

65 - 69 

60 - 04 
55 - 59 

5 o - 54 

45 - 49 

40 - 44 

35 • .39 

::,o -34 

25- 2!) 

20 - 24 

\ 5 - I 9 
IO - 14 

5 - 9 
0 - 4 

Males 

8 6 4 2 00 2 4 6 8 8 6 4 2 0 0 2 

1966 

Source: Table 10 

Percentages of 

Population 

1971 

- ,, 
:J I o 

Females 

4 6 



especially in the 14-24 age groups for both sexns, and the 35-45 

age group for males. In addition a trend to~1ards declining num

bers in the 0-4 age group is perceived, relative to the population 

as a whole. These trends bear scrutiny. Firstly in the 1966 

age/sex profile it was noted previously that a bulge in the 15-19 

female group was apparent. The link between this and the estab

lishment of the Teacher's Coll~ge had be1in previously noted. This 

was seen as bringing a number of 17-19 year old females to the 

city. In 1971 this bulge was still a fBature, but the percentage 

had risen from 5% of the total population to almost 7%. This 

rise of 1% of the total population in one 5 year age group is 

of significance as this is coincident with the ages of first year 

university students. This will be developed further in the next 

chapter. 

In the age group 20-24 yeors, in 19G1 the proportions were 

3.8% for males and 4.0% for femAles. By 1971 thBse had increased 

to 5.6% and 5% respectively. Thus in porulation proportions the 

student agG groups accounted for over 4~ of the totol city pop

ulation in 1971. This feature is also considered in the next 

chapter. 

The further analysis of Figure 2 shows that the 0-4 years 

group declined whilst there was an increase in proportion by all 

other age groups. This is shown as a slight inwards bulge in the 

profile as the number in this group decreased in comparison with 

children in the 5-9 and the 10-14 age groups especially. This 

represents a graphic illustration of the falling fertility rate. 

This trend is observed nation-wide and illustrates the previous 

contention about the difficulty of projecting future population 

patterns using birth and other data gained from past years. 

A trend observed in the 1966 profile was the loss of both 
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males and females in ths 10-34 age groups. This was commented 

upon by Anderson (1964) as being allied to occupational promo

tion of management and other personnel by large firms and the 

state. By 1971 ths proportion for males had grm,n from 2.30% to 

3.00% and for females from 2.60% to 3.00%. Whilst this is not a 

major change it is a reversal of previous trends. It is pertinent 

to observe that this age group is coincidant with that of young 

academic appointments. This is subjected to further scrutiny in 

the next chapter. 

The analysis of these profiles shows that the age group 

40-44 years had not changed significantly for either sex, as it 

remained at about 3.00% of the total. In the older age groups 

45-49 and 50-54 a readjustment of the sex balance which had pre

viously favoured females con be noted. Males ross by 0.50% and 

0.40% respectively. Again this may be seen as coincident with 

the appointment of predominantly male senior academic staff. 

Aggregate changes on population is then matched by the results of 

a micro or disaggregate university sturly. 

The degree to which the balance between the sexes has 

changes is demonstrated by changes in the sex ratio. This is a 

ratio of females in the population per 100 males (Table 11). 

The ratio shifted to favour males by almost 2, that is from 108.11 

in 1965 to 106.77 in 1975. This corroborates the changes mentioned 

earlier. Finally the population appears to have become fraction

ally older when the indPx of aging approach is used. Two factors 

have affected this. The first is the decline in the 0-1, group 

as proviously mentioned. Tho second is that the student pop

ulation is predominantly in the grnup 20-24 years. The age index 

is a comparison bPtwBen those LJndar 20 years with those over 55 

yearsv it is evidant that in this instance the index does not con

sider the full impact af a student population. 



TABLE 11 

INDEX OF AGING (19GG-197G) 

Census Year 

1966 

1971 

1975 

Note: Index of Aging -

Index nf Aging 

33006 

33037 

34051 

Population number GO yrs and over 

Population number 20 yrs and under 

SEX RATIOS (19GG-1976) 

1966 

1971 

1976 

108011 

107083 

106077 

Note: Sex ratio= Numb8r of females per 100 maleso 

Source: Calculated from Tables 8p 9u 10. 



Migration 

In the years folloc,ing 19GG thn university's roll built up, 

academic and non-2cademic staff ~1orc hj_red~ Qnci the DSIR und DIR 

complexes adjacent to the university site were exrended. Migration 

to and from thA citv ~OS PXpBrionccd in foirJ.y SUb3tcntial numbersa 

The component that con be dirRctly attributed to the university 

will be dealt with in the next chapter. Evidence of overall migra

tion has often to be deductive in naturR ~s rrcvinusly pointed outu 

The method adopted herP is the Lifn Table Survival method, c>hich 

infers net changes attributable to migration by examining the pop

ulation numbers in an identified age grouo, or 1cahort' an two 

subsequent census dates. After allowance has bean made for the 

number expected to survive, using the arprorriate Neo, Zealand Life 

Table, the differBnce may be attributed to migrotinn. To illus

trate this in further detail the 1 tn 9 ys~r ~go group in 1966 

numbered 4543 personso From the !_ifc Table1 the stirvival rate j_s 

detarmined 9 and it is calcul2t2d th~t 4538 would survj_ve until 19710 

In the 1971 census count this cohort, now aged 5-1'• years, numbered 

5873. As the difference beto,ecn the exoected total and the actual 

number was 1335 in this instance, then the difference must be 

attributed to migration. This method was used to construct the 

table of migration (Table 12). 

Although this indicates net migr6tion in or out of the 

region by specifiRd gro1,ro af the papulatinn it serves to indicate 

only the magnitude of such movcmcnto Some empirical data is ovaj_l

able to support the infer·rcd conclusinns obout n1igr~tinne In the 

last two census counts residBnts were asked about former places 

of residenceo From this count it was foL1nd that 9G75 persons 

rBsident in thB city on census 11ight 1971 wera from elsewl10re in 

Now Zealand. Other data so collected showed that between 1956 



TABLE 12 

ESTIMATED MIGRATION FOR PALMERSTON NORTH CITY (1955-1971) 

Age Group 

1956 

1-9 

10-14 

15-21, 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-41, 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

50-64 

Pooulation 

Male 

4543 

2203 

2984 

1334 

1200 

1371 

1357 

1260 

1088 

1110 

855 

Female 

4401 

2182 

2800 

11,21 

1247 

1397 

1452 

1291 

1313 

1158 

1043 

Age Group 

1971 

5-14 

15-19 

20-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

50-64 

55 -

Population 

Male 

5873 

2553 

2919 

1834 

1412 

1518 

11,97 

1297 

1153 

1003 

785 

Female 

5541 

2800 

2555 

1845 

1440 

1552 

1553 

i 41 L~ 

1293 

1140 

992 

Survival rate 

Male 

.9990 

.9995 

• 9985 

.9985 

.9985 

• 9973 

.9973 

o992G 

.9925 

.9083 

.9515 

Female 

.9992 

.9997 

.9995 

.9991 

.9991 

.9981 

.9953 

.9953 

.9895 

. 9895 

• 9745 

Migration 

Male 

1335 

351 

-51 

502 

215 

151 

144 

47 

73 

-5 

-28 

Female 

1144 

619 

-232 

425 

215 

159 

108 

129 

-E 

-5 

- 1 t, 

1'\Jet Gains: 2725 2541 

Note: Migration is celculated using Life Table Survival Method. 

Mt= Ac - t - (Ac x Lt) where Ac -
Lt 
Mt 

t = Age Cohort at census c - t years 
= Life Table survival rate during intercensal period 
= Net migration 

V1 
'.)"'I 



and 1970P 1677 persons had moved from rural but unspecified areas 

adjacent to the cityP into the city. A further 1107 had done so 

in the year 1970-1971. Emigration from Palmerston North may be 

found in the returns of other census districts, and this accounted 

for 1536 persons in 1966-1970 and a further 989 in 1970-1971. The 

difference between in and out migratinn in this instance is a net 

gain of 7151 persons. 

From the estimates based upon the Life Table Survival 

Methodp compared with the census material it is clear that the 

population has amongst its members a high proportion of people 

who are in a state of movement. The estimates (Table 12) assist 

to indicate in which age groups these persons are probably to be 

found. The loss of females in the 20-29 age group, and the lesser 

loss of males can be assumed to correspond to persons completing 

training of one type or another and moving elsewhere. Apart from 

losses in this age group, and older age groups it would appear that 

substantial gains have been made in all other groupings, through 

immigration. This is particularly clear in the early childhood 

groups, allied to the 30-39 year age group. The inference may be 

drawn that migration is by family groups with support for this 

view based upon the high suburban growth rates recorded in parts 

of the city. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 National Health Statistics Centreu New Zealand Department of 

Health ( 1964) 'Mortality and Demographic Data 1 

Figures on mortality rates used for these estimates were based 

upon the table ' Death Rates per 1000 nf Me~n ropulation at 

various age Groups' found on pagP. G3. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE UNIVERSITY POPULATION FROM 1966 ONWARDS 

In many respects Massey University is unique in New Zealand 

as it caters for three seperate types of student enrolmentP inter

nal studentsP short term agricultural studentsP and extra-mural 

students. As the type of student enrolment effects the popula

tion impact in different ways each catBgory deserves careful 

study. 

Internal Students 

As in all New Zealand universities the internal roll is 

made up of two categories of student, those enrolled for full

time studyP and those who undertake this on a part-time basis. 

The distinction between the two is important to this study as full

time internal students have chose to reside at, or close to the 

university and engage in no other activities than study. It is 

recognised that some engage in casual or part-time employment 

to assist themselves financially. Part-time internal students 

are considered to engage in another major occupation to which 

study at the university is supplementary. An analysis of the 

occupations shows that the major proportion of these students are 

engaged in teaching either in schools or at thB university or are 

students at the nearby Teacher's College. The seperation of inter

nal students into each of these categories is done by the students 

themselves at enrolment. There is no difficulty encountered in 

classification as a result. OccLipations of part-time internal 

students is shown in Table 14. The mean proportion of full-time 

students to total enrolments is calculated at 71.04% for the years 



TAGLE 13 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY INTERNAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS (1964-1977) 

Year Enrolment Incrr~ase Percent Increase 

1964 959 

1955 1233 27 1-f 28.57 

1966 1569 336 27025 

1967 1775 206 13 0 12 

1968 2121 346 19049 

1969 24% 373 17 0 59 

1970 2672 178 7.14 

1971 3000 328 12028 

1972 3381 381 12070 

1973 3680 299 8.84 

1971-f 3976 29G 8.04 

1975 4332 y-j(i 8095 

1976 4683 351 8010 

1977 4815 132 2o82 

Source: Massey University Statistics ( 1964--1977) f"legistry 0fficP.. 

I\Jote: Internal Enrolments = Full-timP - Part-time students. 



TABLE 14 

OCCUPATIONS OF PART-TIME INTERNAL STUDENTS ( 1972-1977) 

Full=tirn2 University Teacher's Government Loc2l 
Year Study Staff Teachers College Employment 8odi2s 

Students 

1972 41 100 131 50 11 37 

1973 l15 94 128 65 19 47 

1974 83 92 163 84 31 52 

1975 99 102 147 11 Cl 22 79 

1976 57 104 143 109 32 107 

1977 51 111 130 106 24 118 

Source: Massey student enrolment forms, Registrars Office (1972-1977) 

Self 
Employed 

4 

4 

9 

13 

10 

22 

House 
Wives 

38 

50 

62 

62 

91 

74 

en _, . 



1972 to 1977 inclusive. The proportion for these years has not 

varied much over the surveyed years. The rem2inder are classi

fied as part-time internal students. 

Faculty Diploma Students 

A feature of the agricultural tradition of Massey University 

are Faculty Diploma students who study agriculturcp horticulture 

and allied fields. 1 The duration of tl1ese courses varies between 

a few months and an entire academic y~or. The analysis of num-

bers of students so enrolled is sho~1n in Table 15. In 1964 enrol

ment figures show a total of 480 had undertaken these courses 1 whilst 

in 1977 the number had grown to 993 students. For the purpose of 

counting those who had enrolled for Diploma courses that were less 

than the academic year in dUration were not considered to be full

time internal students. Those who enrolled for courses that were 

for the full academic year were included in the full-time student 

total by the enrolment procedures adopted by the university. Those 

who are in this category are therefore shown in the previous totals. 

Extra-mural Students 

A third type of student is enrolled at the universityp the 

extra-mural student. This is unique to this university in New 

Zealand. These students reside in different parts of the coun-

try and overseas and engage in correspondent study with the various 

faculties in the university. The majority of these students attend 

vacation courses on campus for one or two weeks of the year. Enrol

ment numbers have increased since 1964 ~Jhen 1877 extra-mural students 

were enrolledv to 1977 when there were 5664 enrolments. This is 

a larger total than those. engaged in internal study. An analysis 

of enrolment of extra-mural students by faculty and totals is 

included as Table 16. As these students do not reside in the city 

and engage in their studies by correspondence they are not considered 

to create an impact upon the population of the city. It would appear 



Year 

1967 

1968 

1959 

1970 

197, 

1972 

1973 

1971~ 

1975 

1976 

1977 

TABLE 15 

FACULTY DIPLOMA ENROLMENTS (1967-1977) 

Faculty of Agriculture and Food Science and Bio -
Horticulture Technology 

505 130 

573 171 

634 201 

583 205 

613 182 

599 179 

602 151 

629 158 

674 164 

787 174 

830 163 

Source: Massey student enrolmentsP (1967-1977) Registrar's Office. 

Totals 

635 

7L14 

835 

788 

795 

778 

763 

787 

838 

961 

993 

cJ1 
\.,J 
0 
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that at this stage the existing staff student ratios are not 

effected by extra-mural students. Further expansion of this cate

gory of student may however have an effect on staffing by increas

ing academic staff in selected faculties. The extent to which this 

may happen cannot be ascertained at present. 

Student Residency 

The different categories of student pose problems in deci

ding on the student contribution to the city. It was decid~d that 

to be considered for the purpose of this study a student must firstly 

have migrated from outside the city for full-time university study 

and must be resident for the full academic year. This immediately 

excludes extra-mural students and students on Faculty courses of 

less than the years duration. It does include those who are Faculty 

Diploma students and who are resident for tho year. It is appro

priate that for this study the population contribution to the city 

is narrowed to those students who are enrolled for the full year 

of internal studies. In the case of part-time internal students 

it may be argued that it is not university study but rather normal 

occupation that brought them to the city. By elimination the con

tribution is considered as the full-time internal enrolment on the 

basis of these students having chosen to locate themselves in the 

region for th~ academic yearp with studies at the university as the 

major motive for this decision. With this established it is pos

sible to examine the numbers who hava done so from the university 

rolls (Table 17). These figures are available from the universJ.ty 

archives from the year 1972 onwards. 2 For the six years of avail

able data~ (1972-1976) the percentage of internal enrolments of 

full-time students varies from 67.91% to 73.91% of the total inter

nal enrolment. The balance are part-time internal studentsu The 

mean figure for these years is 71.04%. This shows some variation 



TABLE 16 

EXTRA-MURAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS (1964-1977) 

Faculty 

1954 1955 1965 1957 1958 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Agriculture and 
Horticulture 

Business :ltudies 23 50 137 

Educ?,tion 48 11, 1 210 2~6 234 535 7'18 875 995 

Hum::1nitj_es 489 53L 501 636 702 771 741 808 862 

Science 57 88 69 53 82 45 1,7 73 

Social 
Scisnces 381 432 1,75 519 611 715 665 676 772 

Source: Assistant Registrar (Extra-Mural) Massey University (1964-1977) 

1974 1975 

235 351 

1157 1174 

9S7 1077 

.58 85 

903 1169 

1976 

598 

1386 

1242 

173 

1337 

1977 

16 

788 

1428 

1252 

232 

,,., rrr 
iOCU 

'.T• 
u, 
• 



Year 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

TABLE 17 

FULL-TIME INTERNAL ENROLMENTS (1972-1977) 

Enrolment Number 

2488 

2626 

2765 

2942 

3267 

3559 

Percentage of Internal Roll 

73.58 

71e35 

69e5lf 

G7. 91 

59.95 

71.04% 

Source: University Student Enrolments (1972-1977) 

Registrar's Office. 



j_n the proportion of part-time to full-tir7L'- 5tudents, 2nd sug

gests that a number of the part-time students may have chosen 

to be employed in Palmerston Nnrth tn obtain access to the uni

versity. The absence of definite information on this factor means 

that it must be discounted for the nrescnt, but would be an avenue 

for follow up studies at some future time. From the total of full

time internal students the r.lement of thnse t.irho normally reside 

in the city because of family must be considered. These students 

would normally be included as residents of the city and may be 

considered as a part of the indigenous population. To gain infor-

t . th. . t t d t 1 t ~ · d 3 ma.ion on is po1n s u en enro men. rnrms were examine • EEJch 

year upon enrolment internal students are asked to indicate their 

home address and last secondary school. From this information 

a preliminary classification is possible. This was cross checked 

with the place of residence for the academic year. A close cor

relation 1.,Jas noticed behmr:'!n the numt1Grs living ot homr~ and those 

who gave a Palmerston North address at enrolment. The figures 

were 478 and 491 respectively. The discrepancy may be explained 

by those who prefer to flat with friends. 

A Model to Assess the Student Population Impact 

The population impact attributed to the enrolment of students may 

be shown using the following model: 

[a (IE) - b j a ~1-b (f•1)] 

where a= percentage of full-time students 

IE= total internal enrolment 

b = percentage of local students 

M = married male students 

R = net national reproduction rate. 

X R 

The first section of the model arrives at the number of full-time 



intsrnal students who do not rBside lncally, but arB immigrants. 

The second section refers to the number of jmmigrant internal male 

students who are married, and so dstsrmines the number of spouses 

of those students. The third section nf the mndel arrives at an 

estimate of the dependents of those immigrant married male stu

dents, using the net nationol reproduction rates d8terminad from 

Vital Statistics. The sum of these components is therefore the 

direct impact of the immigrant full-time sttident population, and 

their dependents. 

Obtaining Values 

The percentage of full-time internal students for the year 

1976 was 69.95. This was calculated on the basis of a total 

internal enrolment of part and full-time internal students of 

4683. The full-time internal enrolment was 3267. The value 

used for 1 a 1 in the model will be aS995, based on these figuresQ 

The value used for IE in the model is the total internal roll 

figure of 4683. Enrolment data sho~ied that for 1976 there were 

541 students who were classified as local residents by home add

resses (Table 19). This represents 1E.5G% of the full-time inter

nal roll. The value of D.1G56 is therefore to be used for 1 b 1 in 

the model. Married male students 9 represented by 1M1
9 is obtained 

from figures supplied by students 3t enrolment (Table 18). The 

figure of 561 for the year 197G includes both full and part-time 

students. The model is used to obtain that fraction that is esti

mated as belonging to the full-time category of student. The value 

of 561 is to be used for 'M' in the model. The final value is that 

of the net national fertility rate 9 represented by 1 n 1 in the modal. 

This value when .applied to the second part of the model (which 

determines the number of spouses of married mole students) estimates 

how many dependent children there are. From the Vitol Statistics 



TABLE 18 

INTER!\IAL STUDEI\ITS MARITAL. STiHUS (1976-1977) 

1976 1977 
Status Males Females· Males Females 

Married 561 293 539 

Divorced 7 13 7 

Seperated 10 29 14 

De Facto 12 11 8 

Source: University Student Enrolments (1976-1977), 
Registrar's Office" 

TABLE 19 

291 

17 

31 

9 

ORIGIN OF FULL-TIME STUDENTS BY HOME ADDRESSES (1975-1977) 

Address Number of Studants 

1975 1976 1977 

Palmerston 
1191 541 727 North 

Other 1960 3267 2832 

Percentage 
16.68 15.56 20.42 Local 

Mean Percentage Local = 17.88 

Source: University Student Enrolments (1975-1977) 1 

Registrarvs Office 



for 1976 census this is given as 1.1n. It is the value that will 

be used fDr I R'. 

Applying the Values in.the Model 

The first component in the model is given as: 

a ~IE) - b j 
From the information gathered above the following values are to 

be substituted in the model: 

a= 0.6995 

IE= 3267 

b = 541 

By substitution the figure of 2726 is determined as the number of 

full-time internal students who have migrated to Palmerston North. 

The second component determines the number of spouses of 

married male students in the above category. It is given as: 

The following values were substitutPd: 

a= D.6995 

M = 561 

b = D.1656 (541/3267) 

This gave a value of 327P representing the spouses of married male 

internal full-time studentsQ 

The final component estimates the dependents of those stu

dent families by applying the national net reproduction rate of 

1.10 to the above value. This yields a value of 361. The sum of 

these components is: 

2726 - 327 - 361 0 which yields an ~stimate of 3414. 

It is realised that some married students may defer having a family 0 

but no information is available concerning this. The estimate of 

361 children may prove consequently to be generous. This figure 

represents an estimate of those full-time internal students who 



Percent 

1.04 
Oo95 
2.05 
5.87 
2.45 
3 .92 
6.07 
8.98 

11. 67 
13.23 
11o 71 

1. 18 

Source 

MALES 

71? 
TABLE 20 

AGE / SEX STRUCTURE 

FULL TIME INTERNAL STUDENTS : 1972-1977 

Males Ages Females 
Number Number Percent 

183 40+ 122 
167 35 - 40 78 
361 JO - 35 122 

1035 25 - JO 224 

433 24 - 25 84 
691 23 - 24 131 

1071 22 - 2.3 241 
1585 21 - 22 501 
2060 20 - 21 1044 
2335 19 - 20 1353 
2066 18 - 19 1307 

209 I:> 18 244 

Enrolment Statistics 9 Registrar's Office. 

FIGURE 3 

AGE GROUPS 
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migrated to the city, and their dependent 1:1ives anrJ families" 

The assumption made in this estimate is that a married male stu

dent is regarded as the head of a hous~hold. The estimated pop

ulation gain attributed to students and dependents is therefore 

3414, and represents 5.92% of the porulation of Palmerston North 

city in 1976" 

Age and Sex Structure of Students 

The age structure of university students is typically biased 

towards the young. An analysis of stur:1F2r,t enrolmf:-,nts LiJhich showf3 

ages at enrolment date is given in Table 20. This is for the per

iod 1972 to 1977 inclusive. By grouping the data a composite pro

file of age and sex structure that represents those years was 

prepared (Figure 3). As anticipated it is weighted heavily to

wards age groups 18-22. A second major group occurs in the 25-30 

year olds. An examination of enrolment date shows this to be in 

the main post-graduate studBnts. Apparent also is the predominance 

of male students in all age groups. Thr: mule (_)rnup in the 19-,20 

category is almost double the fBmalei whilst in the 20-21 age group 

male enrolments are almost three times the female. This is an 

opposite trend to the city wide one of 105.77 females per 100 

maleso 

Student Migration 

Migration into a university centre foll0t.18d by a degree 

course that may last three to five yearsi Bnsures a high rate of 

mobility and turnover by the student population. Given that this 

population change is apparent it becom2s important to identify such 

change. To do this one year 1 197G, was selected 2nd used as a 

basis for the analysis. This coincided with census data, unci the 

migration estimates for the total city population. From the infor

mation gained a comparison is made of the student and total migra-



TABLE 21 

ORIGIN OF FULL-TIME INTERNAL STUDENTS BY HOME ADDRESSES 

( 197G) 

!3egion 

Northland S.A. 

Whangarei U.A. 

Auckland S.A. 

Auckland U.Ao 

South Auckland 

Tauranga UoA. 

Hamilton U.Ao 

Rotorua UoAo 

Taranaki SoAo 

S.A. 

New Plymouth UaA. 

East Coast S.A. 

Gisborne UaA. 

Hawke's Bay SaA. 

Napier UoAo 

Hastings U.A. 

Wellington S.Ao 

Wanganui UoAo 

Palmerston North U.A. 

Hutt LI.A. 

Wellington U.A. 

Marlborough S.I\. 

Nelson UoA. 

Westland S.A. 

Canterbury SaA. 

Christchurch UoAo 

Timaru UnA. 

Dtago S.A. 

Dunedin U.;'4. 

Southland S.Ao 

Invercargill U.Ao 

Male 

66 

30 

27 

198 

193 

26 

78 

19 

120 

71 

16 

55 

95 

87 

60 

206 

88 

352 

37 

69 

9 

11 

2 

38 

8 

14 

1 [l 

11 

23 

Female 

23 

(-j 

s 
101 

76 

17 

17 

56 

19 

7 

33 

l-18 

L,[I 

li2 

136 

43 

189 

30 

50 

6 

12 

2 

7 

7 

5 

1 

Source: University Student Enrolments (1976) Registry. 

Note: S.Ao Statistical Area 

U .. A. Urban /\reao 

These are mutually exclusiveo 

Total 

89 

36 

33 

299 

269 

43 

92 

36 

175 

90 

23 

88 

127 

102 

342 

131 

541 

67 

119 

15 

15 

2 

50 

10 

21 

17 



tion estimates so that the effect cf university on th2 city's 

own pottern may be established. 

For-full-time students the numbers and places of origin 

uere gained from an examination of the sturJr:o.nt enrnlment records 

for 1976. These listed the home oddrnssRs Gnd last socondary 

school of the students. A summary of this inform~tion is to be 

found in Table 21. It will be seen from this that studBnts attend 

Massey University from every part of the ~ountry except the West 

Coast of the South Island which was unrerrcs2ntPd in 1976. Migra-

tion of students to Palmerston North tends to favour the North 

Island with a reasonably even spread. A surprising feature were 

the three hundred or so who were from the Auckland district. They 

comprised almost 10% of the totcJJ. migr2nt ::;tuc!ent pnr,ul,:1tion. In 

summary of the finding, 4117 cc3mQ from f\uckland rr,,gion and th1:? i'Jorth 1 

483 from the East Coast anr:l H,:t-Jke I s 3,::y P anr! 1?nn frm;, the Man,:r..0,Jtu 

and Wellington region. Pl tnt2l of ~7["1 ur,n! frmn the ~3nuth Islcind. 

University Staff 

A vital component in any university is the staff~ both 

academic and non-academic. Figures for the years they were avail

able (1972 and 1977) show a rise of 168¼ in the employment of aca-

demic staff levels alone. These rosB from 2G2 in 1972 to 442 in 

1977 5 The increase in non-academic stuff tlias E:quall y substantial. 

Some 308 non-academic staff were emplnyBd in 1972 rising to 4GS 

in 1977~ an increase of 151% (Table 22). As staff to student ratios 

are based on a scale it sBrvcs to indicote tho rapid build up in 

student numbers that took plc::cF! durbg thicC; fivr, year periocl. The 

analysis of st~ffing 
l 

(T2ble 22) + shnws th2t tho Seninr Lecturers' 

grad8 tiias thE! mo~,t cor:imon stuff grorlr: t,1ith 4Fi;,~ of t:h~ cJCaL~P.m:i_r:: 

staff so employed. Almost 100 s~nior Lcctur~rs LJarc Hmploycd 



TABLE 22 

SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY STAFFING (1972-1977) 

Academic Staff 

Year Professors Senior Lecturers Lecturers Junior Lecturers Instructors Totals 

1972 35 109 83 24 12 262 

1973 36 138 126 24 16 281 

1974 37 144 138 19 12 350 

1975 38 185 128 18 17 386 

1976 39 198 143 39 5 424 

1977 39 207 130 23 43 442 

Non-academic Staff 

Year Technicians Librar,;L, Administration/Clerical Other Totals 

1972 124 37 104 43 308 

1973 105 36 109 Ld 293 

1974 106 £15 160 If 4 355 

1975 206 47 175 84 512 

1975 114 49 149 52 3GLf -..J 
U1 
0 

1977 169 50 154 93 466 

Source: University Staff Statistics (1972-1977 Registry. Note: Readers are classified as Professors" 



between the years 1972 and 1977P in Gddition to existing staff. 

Lecturers rose by 50 in numbers in the same time periodP and 

Junior Lecturers declined by one. This gro~ith represents new 

hirings of staff. 

These growth patterns ore importont in the estimation of 

the impact staff has had upon the population of the city. It is 

especially important in the calculation of staff dependents. A 

Lectureship or a Junior Lectureship represents the beginning of 

an academic career, and a younger age group. Senior Lectureships 

are held by older personsP being a mid career level, and thus the 

likelihood of having more dependents is increased. In this res

pect the high proportion of Senior Lecturers on the staff assumes 

importance in the estimation of dependent families. The growth 

of employment in this grade is important in terms of university 

growth. It can also be identified with migration into the city 

by the appointee and his family as well. In thR year 1976 there 

weTe 424 academic staff members at the Ltniversity. They comprised 

of 39 Professors (including Readers), 198 Senior Lecturers 1 143 

Lecturersp 39 Junior Lecturers, and 5 instructors. Non-academic 

staff members totalled 364 in the same year. Of this total 114 

were employed as technicians, 49 were employed as Librarians, 149 

engaged in clerical or secretarial work and the remaining 52 were 

classified as 'others'. In the year 1976 there were therefore 788 

persons employed on the staff of the university. This does not 

include catBring or casual staff. A staff member is considered 

to be in full-time employment on a regular basis. 

Staff Deoendents 

To assist in the estimation of the impact staff members and 

their dependents have had upon the city it is important to consider 

the age and sex composition of the staff. No data was available 

from the university, and so two random surveys were conducted. A 



77,, 

random sample of 100 non-2cac!Prnic st2ff mt0irniJP.rs :in alJ gr2des anc1 

a venues of 1.,mrk t.daS s urvey8d. A second c:, urvccy LiJiJS cnnrJucte d ti.ti th 

a sample of 100 acadBmic staff members at all lcv2ls, and in all 

departments with the exception of the Geography D2partment. This 

was as many of those staff members werP known pBrsonally, and it 

was desired to respect thoir privacy. n~ salary scales ar8 uni

form for the various grades in all the facultiss it was felt that 

this would in no way distort the sample. A full representation of 

the sample is indicated in Appendix B. ThP non-academic sample is 

represented in Appendix C. The questionnaires were designed to 

discover marital statusp number of dependents, residence, place 

of previous residenceP age and sex, and other information of an 

economic nature which will be discussed later. 

Academic Staff Dependents 

Of the 100 academic staff sampled 64 responded. They ranged 

Professors to Junior LecturersP with 54 of thn rnspondentsi being 

male and 10 female. Of the 54 males l+C, 1,iern mc1rrir!d. This repre

sents 85.18% of the mc1lcs. Therr! wer1~ 11 fr.mules m2rrj E~rl, n,prrc

senting 40%. Three of the married staff mcmbars were married to 

male staff and the other to a professional person. All but three 

of the 64 had resided outside the city prinr tn the taking up of 

their present academic appointments. If those results were extra

polated it would mean that 4.68% of th2 ac2demic staff could be 

considered as having already been resident in the city» and the 

remaining 95. 32% 1.t113re immigr.:mts. LLlhrm :1npl iPCI to the staff total 

this would indicate that 404 of the totol. of 424 could be estimated 

as having migrated to the city. From the survey results it could 

likewise be estimated that 85.15% of thoGP 404 were married, making 

344. The survey also showRd th~t the m3rried staff mBmbers had an 

average of 1.8 depenclent childrl:m. uJhcn applied to the 344 mc:rried 



staff members it yields an estimate of 519 dependent children. 

In this way estimates of the academic st~ff impact upon the 

city, for 1976, based upon the staff and their dPpendents is: 

404 immigrant staff members 

344 marriage partners 

619 dependent children 

making an estimated gain of 1367 as thP contribution towards thB 

city population from academic staff. 

Non-Academic Staff Dependents 

For non-academic staff the response rote was lower, as 

57% of the 100 surveyed returnBd usable questionnaires. Analysis 

of this data showed that the estimates would be somewhat more dif

ficult as the non-academic staff is heavily oriented towards females~ 

(72% were female) of whom GB% were married. Of the male sample it 

was found that 80% were marriBd. The female component constituted 

employment for single 1,mmnnp Dr marric[j tdDm!m c;::irning cJ sP.cllnd 

income. Of the latter husbands in all cases were in employment 

outside the university. 

To estimate the population im17nct it h, assumed that the 

female non-academic staff component does not represent an immigrant 

to the region, as in every case previous employment in the city 

was claimed. It is assumed that the remainder of the sample con

sisting of 16 males of whom 13 were married represents heads of 

households. When extrapolated to the total non-academic staff it 

represents an estimate of 22.80% of the total, or 83 males. The 

survey indicated that 64% of the male non-academic staff had pre

viously worked in employment other than Palmerston North city. 

This would then reduce the component to 53. The survey also indi

cated that the average number of de17endsnt children was 2.00. This 

would then yield an addi tio11 of 106 to the tDi:rJl ,. Up until nrniJ a 



seperate category has been excluded. These are t2chnicians 

employed in the veterinary and agricultural fa~ulties. These are 

identified as a group of students t~ith initi~l degrees undertaking 

this work and completing part-time post graduate studies. They 

numbered 114 in 197G, and it is considered legitimate to consider 

them as a population gain, as they ~1ould h~ve been a loss other-

wise. 

The non-academic populatinn gain estimates ore then made 

up as follows: 

114 technicians 

53 male non-academic staff members 

53 marriage partners 

106 dependent children 

making an estimated gain of 326 as the contribution towards the 

city population. It is assun1ed that the remainder who normally 

reside in the city would have other occurations in the city if 

the university were not present. 

Total Population Impact 

The direct population contribution to the city for the 

year 1976 may be estimated os the sum of the components considered. 

This may be summarised as: 

Full-time internal students and dependents: 3414 

Academic Staff and dependents: 1367 

Non-academic staff and dQpendents: 326 

This yields an estimated direct population contribution of 5107 

persons to the city for the year 1975. This constitutes 8.82% of 

the total population for that year. 

Unavoidable error was introduced by the application of 1978 

survey results to 1976 student and staff data. Unfortunately no 

other method of estimation was possible. The student data was cross 



checked on actual statistical data held by tho L1niversity regis

try. Error should be minimal in these estimates~ and they comprise 

the largest population contribution of the three. The direct pop

ulation contribution lies in tha range bBtween 8 and 9% of the 

total city population. 



FOOTNOTES 

d
~~ 

lo 

1 Brooking,_T.W. (1977) 1 Masseyp It's Early Years' Massey Alumni 

Association. This publication details the agricultural 

foundations of the univBrsity. 

2 University statistical data was obtained from the Assistant 

Registrar 1 Mr. Birkbeck. These records cover the years 1972-

1977. Records for the previnus years were not available. 

3 Enrolment information was obtained from the enrolment forms 

filled in by students each year. These are bound and kept in 

the office mentioned above. They are available at the registry. 

4 Staffing figures were also obtained from the university statis

tical returns submitted each year to the University Grants 

Con1mittee. These are available either from Mr. Birkbeck 1 s 

office or the Massey University Librarian. 
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C:HAPTER FIVE 

THE IMPACT OF THE UNIVERSITY PDrULATION ON THE CITY 

The information gathsrsd in thP previous chapters provided 

necessary background knowledge concerning tha population base prior 

to and during the university's recent cievelnpmRnt. Thn components 

now known to be attributable to the univsrsity directly are now 

extracted from the city totals. This will expose the impact of 

the university upon the local region. It is pertinent to note 

that whilst data concerning staff and student numbers and the 

overall population is a matter of public record for the year 1976, 

the staff dependents are estimated on tho basis of a 1978 question

naire and the estimates applied to the 1976 staff totals. The 

error here is probably minimal, as 2n j_nspRction of Massey University 

Calendars for the yeurs 1976 to 1977 shrn,,s cJ staff that is most 

stable. This was also the subject of recant comment by the Vice 

Chancellor, Dr Stewart (Manawatu Evening Stunrlard, 5.10.78). In 

the main the staff members present in 1970 were also on the staff 

in 1976. 

To assess the population impact it is proposed to examine 

population growth through overall growth dimensions, structural 

changes in terms of age and sex and population dynamics through 

migration. From the information gathered the city's suburban 

growth patterns may become more meaningful, through identification 

with direct university impact. Infrastructural developments and 

requirements also mGy b8 estim8t8d~ 

Population Growth 

In terms of the overall growth of the city's population 

the estimates found that between 8% and 9% of the total population 
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was the direct result of student ond staff, with their dspBndents. 

Using estimates based upon the lo~isr boundary (8%) the following 

may be derived, as thnugh the university had not existed: 

a reduction of 3,700 persons in 1966 

4,100 persons in 1971 

4p600 persons in 1976. 

This produces a city gro1Jth pattern whi~h would appear as: 

1956 35p632 (actual population figures) 

1961 41p014 (3ctual porulation figures) 

1966 43,085 (actual population less 8%) 

1971 47,742 (actual population less ~) 

1976 53,212 (actual population less 8%) 

In terms of growth rates it would have meant a reduction in the 

1961-1966 censal rate from 14.19% to 5.04%. In terms of city growth 

it is the equivalent of tho removal of a suburb largnr than WRst 

End (population 4400) from the city. It now appears certain that 

some of the suburban growth Bxperienced by the city in recent years 

is directly linked with the expansion of Massey University. 

Population Structure 

Population structure has undergone significant changes in 

the decade 1966-1976. Much of this is directly attributable to 

the influx of students and staff to the city. Prior to 1961 the 

age and sex structure of the city had shown two predominant tr8its. 

One was a high proportion of Females to malesP indicated by the 

sex ratio. This compares the number of females per 100 males in 

the population. In 1955 this ratio was 11n and jn 19G1 it was 

108. The predominanc~ of females is also onparent in thB popu

lation profiles for both of these census pcrinds (Figure 1). In 

the age groups 15 to 24 the proportion of females to males may be 

seen to be most high. This has been ~ttributad to forces such as 



the nursing school and Teacher 1 s College (And2rsnnP 1964). The 

second trait w,:is the rfJ.l.:1tiv1;ly high ugr, nf tlw population as mea

sured by the index of aging. This indP.x nurnbEir t,,as 1~5.23 in 19115 

and 36.98 in 1965. This trend, coupled with a population loss of 

293 in the age group 15 to 24 years during 19GG-1971 could have 

meant a population that continued to age. The shortage of males 

in mj_d career stuge hc:Js alrBcJdy bee:rn the subj1Jct of prior comment 

(Anderson~ 1954, 31). With these two tronds evident prior to the 

significant immigration that occurred as a result of the univer

sity the reversal of both become3 most significant. An analysis 

of the student population profile (Table 20) shows that this was 

biased towards young males in particular. Not surprisingly both 

previous trends reversed significantly. Dy 1971 the sex ratio 

had decreased from 108 to 107 1 and by 197[ dEcrRQsed further to 

106 females per 100 males. TherB is snme evidRncs that this is 

a continuing trend. The overall city population profile for 1971 

shows an increase of about 1% of the tntal population in the male 

age groups 15 to 24 years 9 and 25 to 29 years. There is suffi

cient evidence to suppose that the population directly attributed 

to the university has altered the population structurr:, consider

ably. 

M~r~_!~l 

The dynamics of population movement expressed through 

migration is a further dimension of change. Migration losses and 

gains are based upon estimates and as such indicates an overall 

movement direction 9 and indicatss the magnitude. From the migra

tion estimates for the period 195G to 1971 a net population gain 

of over 5000 was estimated to havs been ths rasult of migration 

to the city. The migration comronent attributablG to the student 

population is not the results of Bstimates~ as it is known from 



university enrolment data. Stoff and their dependents is partly 

based upon university figuresP and partly derives from surveys 

conducted. This implies a reasonable degree of accuracy. These 

two components were then added and the total taken from the migra

tion estimates for the city (Table 23). The comparison of the 

two shows that a population loss estimated at 4GB would have 

occurred. Whilst this is based uron the comparison of one esti

mate with empirical data, it would seem that a small population 

gain would have taken place instead of the substantial gains 

experienced. This trend is consistent with the pattern of other 

intermediate order cities as observed for the southern part of 

the North Island at present (Birrell, 1977, 21). 

Suburban Changes 

The spatial dimensions of ponulation changes of this order 

are an important consideration. The gro1Jth ~nd decline of subur

ban areas in terms of population size and structure creates an 

element of interest to geographers. Th~ question to be answered 

is the whereabouts of such growth, and the proportions in which 

it happened" There is strong evidence to suggest that much of 

this took place in the central city are~. This area possesses 

many large older houses that have been converted into flatsP office 

premises as well as being retained as housing. This is mixed with 

the usual commercial premises of a city. Between the years 1966 

and 1971 it was an area of population decline, having experienced 

a loss of -0.62%. The population was elderly, as indicated bv an 

index of aging value.of 41.42. A reversal of these trends took 

place in the succeeding five year periodP 1971 to 1976. The pop

ulation of the central city grew by almost 100% and the index of 

aging value fell to 32.62. Examination of the aga group which 

made the most significant impact in this suburb (Table 8) shows 



TABLE 23 

ESTIMATES OF MIGRATION, EXTRACTING THE UNIVERSITY COMPONENT 

1. University Componentso 

STUDENT SH\FF TDH\L.S 

Age GrDU[2S Male Female Male Female MalE! Female 

15-19 3if0 265 340 255 

20-29 1385 189 121 124 1406 if 13 

30-34 57 22 170 ·1111 227 136 

35-39 28 15 67 6L1 95 79 

40-44 29 29 19 17 48 46 

45-49 5 :3 5 3 

PrDvious Mi gr:::rt:i.on Est imatr.)s f~Cld Migr;:1ticm Estimates 

Male Ferrmle M,Jle Female 

15-19 351 519 11 350 

20-29 -61 -232 -11+67 -645 

30-34 502 426 275 290 

35-39 216 21 G 121 137 

40-4/f 151 159 103 113 

l15-49 144 108 139 105 

TotcJ1 s: - 818 35[1 

ESTIM~ffED CHAr'JG[ - Loss of 458 oersonso 

Note: New estimates arB calculat2d by subtracting the university 

component from the estimates dsrived for Table 12. 



that it was the 20 to 29 age group. This evidence suggEsts that 

in this five year period numbers of younger r8ople moved to this 

suburb overlaying the existing population. 

New suburban growth is also a significant feature of the 

changes that have occurred in this time period. The provision of 

housing for the expanded populationP with associated infrastruc

ture growth such as roadingp water and sewerage? shopping and 

other facilities is a dependent response. That which can be 

directly attributed to the growth of the university is an impor

tant consideration. Staff figures 1 and their dependents were 

estimated as being 1693 in 1976. This was based on actual figures 

and survey results. According to current ratios employed by the 

Ministry of Works Housing Division, one dwelling unit 1 either a 

flatv house, or home unit needs to be provided for every three 

persons. Palmerston North city planner~ currently employ a ratio 

of 1 unit to 3.1 persons (Apthor11p 1978, 19). Applying this lat

ter ratio to the figure of 1693 an estimato of 874 dwelling units 

would be needed to provide for this population. This is equivi

lent to a suburb twice the size of Kelvin Groves one of the newer 

suburban developments. It is clear that the population of the 

university has contributed to the development of the city in spa

tial terms. It is suggestE:?d that thE: expc1nding suburbs and tt,e 

revitalisation of the central city area is partly a response to 

the expanding university population. 

Education a. Hr:rnl th <'Jnd WEI fare 

The dependent children of students and staff produces a 

need for schooling facilities as an infrastructural response. The 

previous estimates of these children totalled 1GB6. For the children 

of students the total was 327, fnr the ac3demic staff there were 

361 children~ and 106 for non-academic staff. An arbitrary assign-



ment of. one third of the~,l, ch:ildrtm t(l 1:,,ch cutr'gory nf pre-school 9 

primary school and secondary school produces the need for the 

following classroom facilities: 

Pre-school facilities (1:20) - 10 kindorgart8n classes 

Primary schDo.l 

Secondary school 

(1:31) - 12 claSS8S 

(1:35) _ 10 classes 

These ratios are those currently Bmplnyed by the Education 

Department. If, on the other hand all nf those children were to 

be of one age category, for instance of sDcondary school age the 

demand for school facilities would lead to the establishment of 

a school the size of the recently completed Awatapu College. 

The provision of additional medical services as a result 

of these population increases is a further need. In the welfare 

field overseas experience suggests a need for the establishment 

of two welfare units per 100 workers and dependents. In the long 

term the staff and dependent populotinn would lead to the provision 

of 12 such uJBl fore uni ts if these rc1tic1::; ur:!rc to cJpply. This is 

naturally a long term type of provision. In the absence of any 

clear criteria for the provision of such services in this country 

these estimates may be of little worth. The ratio is not considered 

by Australian authorities to be an ideal ratiop merely a working 

one (Department of Decentralisation and DevelopmentP 1973). There 

is no evidence to suggest that any provision has been made to expand 

welfare services within the city at this time. This may be because 

of imposed cuts in government staff ceilings and so could be ssen 

as having little to rJo uii th demands imposed tJy extrs population. 

The need for additional hospital spnces is a further res-

ponse to extra population. Within the city at present there is 

a program~e of building and rebuilding taking rlace at the hospital. 

This is a programme of renewal of hospital wards, to replace older 



hospital buildings. Th8 Medical Director of Palmerston North 

Hospital is uneble to provide estimates of how many new hospital 

beds will be available at pres8nt. This is because of bed to 

floor space ratios that are changing at the present time. The 

population of Palmerston North city has experienced these changes 

as a result of the University's development. These changes have 

been manifest in overall increased population growth, in the 

structural alterationsp and in the movement of people to the citvP 

and within itc As a result of these population changes additions 

to the infrastructure by way of dwellingsp schoolsv and other 

services are required. In these ways the impact of people upon 

the city was determined in population and spatial terms. 



CHAPTER SIX 

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE AND EMPLOYMENT 

A knowledge of the industrial basR nf the rsgj_on and employ

ment trends is necessary to the understanding of the manner in which 

the region has been able to absorb the university and how local 

services supported the development. The gathering of supportive 

data is difficult as different criteria and boundaries are used 

by various official bodies such as the governmentp local body 9 

and the Manawatu Regional Council. Differing definitions of time 

spans 9 regional and employment boundaries added further compli

cations. To obtain information on employment the relevant census 

material was consulted to identify and quantify major employment 

and occupational groupings. Industrial production statistics and 

a recent employment growth study (Le Heron, 1977) are amongst the 

available information concerning current employment in the city. 

The initial purpose is to examine the industrial structure 

of the Palmerston North Employment Region and discern and analyse 

the changes that took place at different time pointss 1962-1953 

and 1972-1973. The identification of key industries within the 

region in terms of category 0 and subsequent changes in this also 

is to be examined. Overall growth and changes in employment coupled 

with sectorial shifts in time completes the examination of the 

regional industrial and employment structure. 

The use of employment stai:istics also allows the static 

employment multiplier to be calculated. This quRntifics the pro

portion of employees identified as b1orking in basic 5ndustriel 

employment and compares it with those in non-basic employment. 
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This multiplier is applied to the ciir~ct 8mrloymBnt contribution 

made by the university and provides an estimate of the secondary 

or generated component that is resultant. A further estimate of 

the employment categories where such exp~nsion is likely to take 

place is made by applying the known occupational categories from 

census data to the generated component. 

New Zealand Industry 

To fully understand the industriol structure some standard 

of comparison is necessary. This study propose tu use national 

trends. In recent years the industrial structure of New Zealand 

has undergone changes resulting in the polarising of industry and 

employment in several core rogionsP AucklandP WolJ.ington and 

Christchurch (Le Herons 1977). The effect has boen that these 

regions are dominant and self reinforcing. A feature of the indus

trial structurB within these regions is the high rrnportion of 

firms that are nationally jmrortant t1si.neJ LncrJtirrn Qunti.cnt 1 analysj_so 

The presence of these large firms with n2tional links in inter

mediate centres such as Palmerston North has a considerable effect 

upon the employment growth of such centres. 

Differential shifts in employment favour such districts as 

Auckland 9 Hamilton, Palmerston North, Tauranga and the Hutt (Le 

HeronP 1977P 18). This may be attributed to the proximity of these 

regions to major marketso These reginns also make gains from having 

an industrial structure that contains a high proportion of indus

tries in high growth categories. In terms of size the New Zealand 

economy appears to differ regionally in terms of size rather than 

composition (Le HeronP 1977u 22). The development of certain 

regions would then appear closely allied tn comparative advantage 

effects in access to urban marketso 



Palmerston North Employme~! 

In 1971 the total work force in the city numbered 21,019 

and by 1976 the numbers had grown to 24,651 a gro~1th of 17.27%. 

This may be compared with the overall population growth of 11.46% 

for the same period. The employment force grew at a faster rate 

than did the population. Proportionally the percentage eng~ged 

in Manufacturing fell slightly between 1971 and 1976 whilst con

struction, transport, and financial services grewj as did community 

and personal services. The loss to manufacturing was of the order 

of -2.35% which was closely matched by the gain to community and 

social services of 2.31% (Table 24). 

The number of national firms involved in the local indus

trial sector were 87 in 1977 (Le HeronP 1977P 58). These have 

been identified as an important factor in employment growth poten

tial. Manufacturers accounted for 21 of those, and the remaining 

66 were sales or distribution points for national concerns. 

Palmerston North possessed direct trade linkages with nationally 

important centres as a result of thesa linkages. It is also recog-

nised that different types of firms effect emplnyrnent growth 

differentially. This is an important consideration in tho examin

ation of regional employment. Industries designated as having a 

high growth potential in employment terms are in the fond~ beverages~ 

furnitureP printingP basic metals and electrical m2chinery cate

gories. The presenc~ of these industries are another important 

factor in determining future possible change. The determination 

of growth in such industries is orrivBd 2t by comp~ring growth 

rates for two time periods, 1962-19G3 ond 1972-1973, for industrial 

categories with those for New Zealand. This has been dor1e in T2bls 

23. Of the city manufacturing emplnymont it may be seen from this 

that 73.10% is in the high growth categoryv witt, food, toxtiles, 



TABLE 21-1 

PALMERSTON NORTH HJDUSTRY DY EMPLOVMErJT (1971-1976) 

1971 197G 

Category r~umbt=,r 
n1 [·JumbPr 

Cl/ Change employed /0 r~rnployecl /Cl 

Agriculture and 
Forestry 418 10 99 479 1.94 -DoD5 

Mining and 
Quarrying '29 0. 1 L1 31 D. 13 -0.01 

M2nufacturing 4788 22.78 5037 20. Lf 3 -2.35 

Electricity gas 
and water 3L16 1. GS 373 1.51 -0.14 

Construction 1768 El. 22 2235 9o07 1o15 

Commerce 4304 2n.4B L;52fi 18.3f1 -1.12 

Transport 1606 7 .(,Lf 212'J B.S4 1. OD 

Finance and 
business 1If19 G.75 1537 6. 6/--1 -Cl.11 

Community social 
and personal 
services 6068 28.87 7685 31.13 2.31 

Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings 0 1971-1976 0 

Supplement No. 6. 



metalp and electrical machinery as leaders. 

The importance of these and other industries to the region 

is estimated by using location quotients. These cornpare the employ

ment in an industry with that of a co~rparative base, either region

ally or nationally, but more usually the latter. This providas a 

measure of the importance of the j.ndustry in employment terms. 

Location quotients of a value larger ti1on one indicates that the 

industry concerned is large in terms of siza, level of outputp and 

is most likely to be of regional or national importance. If these 

are industries which lead to future growth then the effect is of 

regional importance. Location quotients for the years 1962-1963 

and 1972-1973 for industrial categories are shown in Table 26. 

In the first time period it will be seen that there were 5 indus

tries with location quotients greater than one, with textiles as 

the most important (2.50) follo~1Bd by food (1.~0), paper (1.24), 

machinery (1.23), and printing (1.05). A decade later there were 

4, textiles having increased in importonr.R (3.29) followed by 

food (1.25), paper (1.14), and machinery (1.11). Two of these 

industries showed a high differential increose in employment. 

They were textiles 2nd electrical machinery (Table 27). Decreases 

were found in the categories of beverages, petroleum and coal. 

A further indicator is the size of firms. This indicated 

growth and decline in industries and thus employment. The 

Employment Forecast Project (Le Heron, 1977) found that 8 firms 

had over 100 employeesP and were classified in the study as large 

firms. The composite factors of firms size, importance in employ

ment9 and the range of industrial mix shows a high degree of diver

sity with some important speci5lisation that is of regional importance 

within the city. ThE presence of national firms in manufacturing 

and retailing ensures the continuance of New Zealand wide linlcages. 



Category 

Food 
Beverages 
Tobacco 
Textiles 
Footwear 
Wood 
Furniture 
Paper 
Printing 
Leather 
Rubber 
Chemicals 
Petrol and co2l 
Non metal 
:Jasic metal 
ME~ta.l 
Machinery 
Electrical machinery 
Miscellaneous 

Terti2,E.Y, 

Government sector 

Source: Le HeronP 1977~ 330 

TABLE 25 

RATES OF EMPLOYMENT INCREASE (1955-1972) 

(Annual Average Percentage Change) 

1955-1972 1952-1972 1955-1972 

2.7 3.3 2.S 
2.3 3.9 0.5 
D.4 - -4.5 
3.7 3.6 9 'J • c... 

0.3 0.6 2.2 
o.s 0.8 0.2 
1.0 1.9 3.2 
5. 1., l1. E 12.4 
3o0 3 -1 o I 2.3 
2.5 I.; 0 5 ~.5 
1.s .. , a -'0 -
f"'j 7 
c:_ 0 .:.J 2.7 'LS 
5.5 Jo7 9.1 
1.4 0 0 0 ., 0.2 
1. 8 26e,8 ,, "l 

I o , 

7.1 7. L1 5.3 
3.8 4. 8 3.6 
6.4 5.7 62.9 

1.3. D 11.3 4.4 

3.1 3a5 6.1 

Table 23. 

1%)2-1972 

3.5 
2.3 

10.3 
5.5 

-1.1 
3.1 
5.4 
-1 ~ 
IO CJ 

-1o4 
G.4 

1. 7 

B.7 
5.2 

376.D 
12.7 

7.7 
•,o 
Ul 
0 



T!-\BLE 2G 

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION Q_UOTIENTS FfJH PALMERSTClrJ r~ORTH 

Category 19ti2='i9S3 1972-1973 Change 

Food 1.40 1o25 Do15 

Beverages DoBG llo53 -0.33 

Tobacco 

Textiles 2.50 3.29 0.79 

Foottuear Do65 0.84 Do 18 

u.Jood DoOD D.59 -Do21 

Furniture D.90 0.89 -Do01 

Paper 1 o 2L1 ioi4 -0.10 

Printing 1.05 Do83 -Do22 

Leather Oo09 Do09 

Rubber Do47 D.29 -D.18 

Chemj_cals Do l19 Do55 D.06 

Petroleum and coal D.33 -Do33 

Non metal D.91 0.89 -Do02 

Basic metal D.42 Do11 -D.31 

Metal Do57 0.54 -0.03 

Machinery 1.23 1o11 -D.12 

Electrical machinery Oo03 Do47 0.44 

Miscellaneous D.uD Du57 -0.03 

Source: Industrial Production Statistics (1952-1963P 1972-1973). 



The growth potential appears highp as the major industries were 

in the high potential categoryo 

The Employment Multiplier 

Exports assume a major role in determining the rate of 

regional economic growtho The degree to which the region is able 

to manufacture exportable commodities is termed the 'export base' 

of the regiono More carefully defined it is 'collectively the 

exportable commodities or services of a region' (North, 1955p 

243)0 This activity earns an inflow of earnings into the region 

from outside of it and is a prime determinant of subsequent change. 

The economic base of a region is the industrial sector that leads 

and determines the overall patterns of developmento These have 

been termed 1 basic functionsv. Other activities are said to be 

the consequence of the regions overall development? and are clas

sified as 1 non-basic 1 (Hoover, 1975, 210). Dasie sector activities 

may be identified as those which export goods or services from the 

region to elsewhere and in return bring income into the region from 

outside of it. Non-basic sector activities may be idBntified as 

those which provide gnods and services within the region to serve 

the regional population. Typical basic activities such as those 

funded by central government which brings income to the region 

in the form of wagesp or devBlopmentP or transfers. Massey 

University is a basic activity as are the activities of other 

government departments and Teacher's Collcgep DSIR, and the ORI. 

Tertiary sector employment is high in the cityP with 9500 persons 

being identified as being employed in this sector in 1976 (Le 

Heronp 1977P 26). Analysis of the rnrulation by occupation and 

industry for 1971 showed that 2.1% of the city employees were 

engaged in primary sector activities, 22.8% in secondary and 38.1% 

in tertiary. Census information concerning those employed in 1971 



T/\OLE 27 

DIFFEREPJTI/\L EMPLO'IMrn!T SHIFTS FOR r·nUl[RSTmJ r.JORTH 

(1955-1955 : 1971-'1972) 

Food 

Beverages 

Tobacco 

Textiles 

Footwear 

Wood 

Furniture 

Paper 

Printing 

Leather 

Rubber 

Chrsmicals 

Petrol and coal 

Non metal 

Basic metal 

Metal 

Machinery 

Electrical 
Machinery 

Mi.scellaneous 

Differential shifts 

Proportional shifts 

Totul shift 

-111 

0 

513 

33 

19 

50 

8 

5 

24 

2 

-7 

-25 

-9 

18 

143 

64 

SS.3 

_31., 

619 

SB .. 

Source: Industrial Production Statistics, 1965-1965, 1971-1972 



TABLE 28 

EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRIES IN PALMERSTON NORTH (1971 and 1976) 

Category 1971 

Males Females Males 

Agriculture & Forestry 32l1 94 371 

Mining & Quarrying 27 2 31 
;p 

~ Manufwcturing 3lf80 1308 3668 
C/1 
Vl 

El8ctric:i ty~ ,m gas 
- -< Oil and water 319 27 340 ;;o C 
>z Construction 1725 43 2143 ;;o --< < m 

,ii) Commerce including ~ 
:J hotels & restaurants 2582 1722 2608 

Transport~ storage etc 1260 31.fG 1487 

Finance, inr.1urance & 
Business services 827 592 943 

Community~ sod.21 & 
Personal services 287l1 3194 3557 

-
Total Work Force '13600 7419 15488 

Source: New Zealand Census of Populationi 1971 1976 9 Supplement No. 6. 

1976 

Females 

106 

1349 

33 

93 

1918 

C:1,2 

694 

4116 

9163 

\..CJ 
8 
0 
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shows that 8992 persons were engaged in b~~ic sector Bmplovmentp 

and 12,022 in non-basic (Table 28). This information is obtained 

by examining the census returns by Industry ond Occupation@ The 

total work force in the city was 21,O1~ for the year 1971. The 

ratio of basic to non-basic employment is then calculated by 

dividing the one into tha other. In this case a value of 1.33 

is obtained. This is the m8GGurement of the b~sic sector's capa-

city to generate growth in non-basic cmrlnymant, and is the 

multiplier value for basic sector activities. 

For the year 1975 census data show~d that of the 24,551 

persons in the work force there were 1n43O engaged in basic sec

tor employment and 14,221 in non-basic. This yields a multiplier 

value of 1.35. The employment study conducted by Le Heron, (1977) 

derived a value of 1.35 using a similar approach. Comparative 

values for multipliers from Qther studies cited in the literature 

are 1.28 in the Albury study (Deportment of Decentralisation, 

N.S.W., 1973), 1.30in the Stirling University ~tudy (Orownrigg, 

1975), and 1.57 in the Syracuse study (Moore and Suffrin, 1973). 

Static employment multipliers for New Zeal2nd intermediate cities 

have been calculated as 1.35 for Nelson, 1.33 for Dunedin, 1.37 

for Wanganui, and 1.40 for r·Jc:Jpier (Le, Haren, 1977, fi9). Thus ths 

value derived for this study of 1.35 would appear to fall within 

the expected range for such values. 

Employme~t Impact 

From direct employment figures for Mossey University in 

1975 a total of 788 employees were obtained. Of these 424 were 

academic employees and 354 wnre nnr1-Gcad2mico The employment 

multiplier of 1.36 would indicate an PstimatB of the generated 

employment via the multiplier value wauld be in the order of 1074 

additional employeBSp inclusj_ve of thB university direct co1npor1ent~ 
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By subtraction the amount of total gPnerated employment is esti

mated as being 286. Thus the impact of the university upon the 

employment in the city may be stated as: 

Direct employment contribution - 788 

Indirect employment generated - 286 

Total employment contribution =1074 

This figure represents 4.36% of the total work fnrcs present in 

the city in 1976. 

Estimates of Generated Employment ~-Y CutP.9nri2c3 

The estimates of 286 non-basic positions craated may be 

further broken down into sex and occupation by applying the pro

portions present in the employment population in 1976, using census 

• C' +. in,ormat.ion. 2 Census data showed that of the 14v221 in non-basic 

employment there were 6761 fr~rnoles. This wos c2lculated as being 

47.5% of the non-basic work force. The other 52.5% were males. 

Applying these proportions to the number nf jnbs created the fol-

lowing estimates were derived: 

Non-basic employment generated_ 28~ 

Female component (286 x D.475) = 136 

Male component generated -- 1 so 

Employment categories in which these persons may be employed 

is calculated in a similar manner. The generated employment is able 

to be estimated by examining the following proportions from census 

material: 

Communityp social and business services employees_ 4116 

(50.8%) of the female non-basic work farce. 

When this is applied to the 136 female jobs generated an estimate 

of 83 jobs in this field is derived (136 x D.608). By applying 

this method to other non-basic employment categories the following 

estimates are derived as the probable job categories in which 



generated employment is created: 

Category 

Community, social and 

personal services 

Finance, insurance and 

Business services 

Commerce including hotels 

and restaurLJnts 

Electricity, gas and 

water 

Male Female 

76 83 

19 14 

52 39 

7 

Employment created directly by the university was of the order of 

908 jobs in 1977. Mostly the academic nositions were filled with 

immigrants, and a high proportion of the non-academic jobs were 

filled by locals. Many of the latter ,acre married Females pro

viding a second household income. In turn a further 286 jobs 

were created in supportive industry as indicated. This growth 

of employment has structually ch~nga1j tha rrcvinua nottcrn shown 

by a decrease in manufacturing matched by an increase in community, 

social and personal services whict, almost balances ito Likewise 

increases in construction and transport motch8d by decreases in 

commerce and primary industries shows how the Bmployment struc

ture hLJS adapted to these fdctorsc 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Location quotients summarise what is happening in the region 

in comparison to a larger onep uGed os o benchmark. If the quo

tient is greater than one tha industry is relatively more important 

to the region. If it is zerop it means no economic activity takes 

place. A value of less than one indicaies less importance. A 

quotient of unity (1) indicates a representation on par with the 

benchmark. 

2 The census information upon which these calculations are based 

is to be found in the New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, 

Supplement number 6, Table 7. This lists the working population 

by both sex and employment in major divisions. A summary of this 

is included in Table 26. 



CHf\PTER SEVEr~ 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY AND THE REGIONAL ECONOMY 

Regional Income Sources 

It is argued that the regional income sources from the 

university to Palmerston North city are generated by: 

1) disposable income from academic staffo 

2) disposable income from non-academic staff o 

3) disposable income from studentso 

4) expenditures associated with the university itself 

way of factor inputs, heating 9 lightingP cleaning etc. 

Types of Multipliers 

by 

With these components of regional income in mind four 

seperate income multipliers are considared appropriate 9 namaly: 

K1 = the multiplier calculatnrl frnm oc~dnmic staff incomes 

and expendituresa 

K2 = the multiplier calculated from non-academic staff 

incomes and expenditureso 

K3 = the multiplier calculated for student incomes and 

expendituresu 

K4 = the multiplier for university expenditure calculated 

from basic:non-basic employment ratios using census datao 

Definition and Methods 

The multiplier effect is the stimulus given to the local 

economy by the injection of additional expenditure. This expendi

ture in a region such as Palmerston North liJi th a hr~avy d2.pendencc 

on regional trade will partly lc~k from the region in return for 

imported goods and services and taxes. For this reason net figures 

are to be employed. Taxation will also be taken into account. A 



proportion is retained through the consumption of locally produced 

goods and servicesP value ~ddad by local firms and locally retained 

services. The retention factor, in succeeding cycl2s of spending 

increases consumer demand as locol income eorners spend their 

increased incomes. The cumulative effect will be seen to be far 

more than the initial injection by the university or any other 

associated expenditure. It will bR snmc multirlR of the original 

j_njection. 

So defined the following assumptions are made: 

1) That leakages such as insurancP and superannuation are 

netted out by subtracting them prior to orriving at a regional 

propensity to consume locally. 

2) That a proportion of the disposable income is spent 

either within the region or saved through local agencies, or con

versely spent outside of the region. These will be subjected to 

measurement. Using this a simplB Keynsjon incnmc determinant is 

utilised for staff and student expenditures,. where the multiplier: 

K = 
1 

1 - Cr (1-t) 

where Cr= the margin2l propensity to consume loc::Jlly 

t = the marginal rate of tax. 

As the data used to quantify this equation has been wholly collected 

from surveysf the propensities used are overage rather than marginal 

(refer to page 8 for explanation). 

For university expenditure a multiplier based upon minimum 

requiremPnts of economic base anolysis is t1sed. This opproach 

uses census data to determine the basic:non-basi~ sectors of the 

regional economy in exactly the samB t:JO\j thr:: P-mployment multiplier 

was derived. The assumption is that the sharing of local consump

tion of goods ~nd services is in proportinn to the basa service 



ratio of the region" 

Data Collection 

In order to measure the effects of disposable income by 

academic and non-academic staff and studentsP data was collected 

by using random surveys of the three groups. The tables of com

plete survey results are to be found in tl,e Appendices. 

To ascertain expenditure ussociatod with the university 

as well as incomes the budget prepared f~r the University Grants 

Committee was examined. These budget figures are not the actual 

income and expenditure figuresP as they are unavailable as part 

of the University's policies. The budget figures must be assumed 

to differ on some entries, but in overall spending bear some close 

relationship to actual levels of income and expenditure to satisfy 

the funding agency. From this budget (Table 32) the regional 

cash flows that enter the economy from the operations of the 

university may be estimated. To cross check budget data concerning 

expenditure various departments were selected and sampledo From 

these the level of actual expenditure was checked with the budgeted 

levelP and the proportions spent locally and elsewhere obtainedo 

Disposable Income of Academic Staff and Consumption Patterns 

To obtain data for this a survey was distributed to a random 

sample of 100 academic staff members excluding members of the 

Geography Department. Of the remaining staff 1 in 5 were sampled, 

approximately. The response rate was such that 18.8% of all 

academic staff were respondents. Questions 1~ere asked 2bout 

incomesu both gross and net; superannuation and insurance pay

ments; cash savings achieved and the percentage of disposable 

income spent locally (Table 29). T~xation was derived using cur

rent tax tables and applying them to the mean taxable income figure 

(gross income less superannuation and insur~nce allowances). The 
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TABLC 29 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OF ACADEMIC STAFF 

Income 

Mean Gross Income 

Non-taxable superannuation 
and insurance allowance 

Mean Taxable Gross Income 

Tax paid (IRS tables) 

Net Income 

Mean excess insurance 

Disposable Income 

Mean Savings 

Income Remainino 
I 

Expenditure 

Percentage spent within city 

Average propensity to consume 
locully 

Average propensity to tax 

Source: Survey 1978 

= 

,~ 
.. p oon.Qn 

539.03 

n ,.., 
:" 0 c. ... Cl 

(Totc-11 A) 

(Tnk:l El) 

7B"n5 of total 8 

5p821.33 

(JC 36 
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survey also obtained data for the population aspect of the study 

by asking for information about marital statusp agep sexP number 

of dependents and other pertinent questions. On the basis of the 

data gathered in this sample of academic staff incomes and expen

ditures9 the following values were obtained for use in the multi

plier calculation: 

1) The average propensity to consum8 locally (Cr) was 

calculated as 0.40 (Table 29). 

2) The average propensity to tax (t) = 0.36 (Table 30). 

By substituting these values in the multipl.ier formula: 

K 1 
= 

1 - Cr (1-t) 

where Cr= propensity to consume locally 

t _ propensity to tax 

the following is obtained: 

f'\1 = 
1 

1 - 0.40 (1-0.36) 

Deriving a multiplier vr:ilue of l'i == 1o34 

The direct contribution to the regional economy as result 

of academic staff consumption expenditur~s within the city was 

estimated as being $2~573,027. Applicatinn of the multiplier 

volue of 1.34 to this suggests thot the generated regional incomeD 

resulting from the initial injection will be $874 9 830. The total 

amountv both direct and generated is thRrefors estimated as the 

sum of the twoP $3 9447P857. 

~E,,1.:1:;_::Jcademic Staff Compnm~nt 

For this information a random survBy was distributed to a 

sample of 100 non-academic staff members. All departments and 

types of workers were in the samplR. As in the last surveyP approx

imately 1 in every 4 non-academic staff members was surveyed. The 
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TABLE 3n 

INCOME AI\ID EXPENDITURE OF rJDrJ-f\C/WEMI[ ST!\FF 

Income 

Mean Gross Income 

Non-taxable superonnuation 
and insurance allowance 

Mean taxable Gross Income 

Tax paid (IRS tables) 

Net Income 

Excess insurance paid 

Qisposable Income 

Mean Savings 

Income Remainin~ 

Expenditure 

Percentage spent within the city 

Average propensity to consume 
locally (Cr) 

Average propensity to tax (t) 

Source: Survey 1978 

~12,077.20 

$ BOLl. on 

:t 11,277.28 

$ 4,044.25 

$ 7,233.03 

$ 287.70 

,t 
~l 6 2 9VJo33 

r:- 1,2sn.1s ,µ 

,~ 5 C95. 1D ,p 

= 

= 

(Total A) 

(Totc:11 B) 

71.25 of total B 

li,Ol+4.25 

12~077.28 

D.33 
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response rate was such that 17% nf the non-academic staff returned 

useable information. questions were similar to those asked of the 

previous sample, and were designed tn find the same information. 

From the data obtained concerning incomes and expenditures the 

following values were obtained: 

1) Average propensity to consume locally (Cr)= 0.34 (Table 30) 

2) Average propensity to tax (t) = D.33 (Table 30) 

By substitution in the multiplier farrnulo in the same manner as 

previously the following is obtained: 

K = 
2 

1 

1 - D.34 (1-0.33) 

Deriving a value for K of 1.30. 

The direct contribution to the regional incnme from the direct 

expenditures of non-academic staff members wos ~stimat2d previously 

as being $1~890,939. Application nf tho ~ultinlier value nf 1.30 

to this suggests that a secondary gener3ted component would ba 

$567v281. The total amount contrihuta~ to the regional income 

from this source is therefore Bstimated Q~ being $2p45Bp221. 

Total Staff Imoact 

The estimated totals for both academic staff and non-aca

demic staff members is: 

Direct expenditure locally = $4, '•fi3 P 9GG 

Generated income = $1~442 9 111 

From this total it can be calculated that this would provide an 

estimated rBgional weekly income of an additional $27D732. The 

application of the overage weekly wage rate of June 1976 to this 

figure indicates that it 11rnuld provide arldi tional rr-'!gional employ

ment for 264 persons (Bank of New Zealandp 197G). This approximates 
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to the employment multiplier estimate of on additicnal 286 workers. 

Student Incomes and Consumotion 

The study of the univ2rsity 1 s rnlB in the regional aconorny 

must include the consumption expenditure of the students. To obtain 

data for this part of the study questionnaires were distributed to 

random samples of students living at home, in university hostels, 

flatting, and boarding. One hundred and fifty were distributed, 

with a return rate of 67% of useoblo responses. Questions were 

asked about sources and levels of income, savingsp and expenditure 

patterns. The amount spent locally 2nd elsewhere on goods and 

services was also sought. Significant differences were found 

between students living in hostel accomodation 9 and those flatting 

as regards general levals of expenditures. A second difference 

was found between married and single students. As the spouses 

of married m2le students were in Bmrloymant in mnst instances 

they proved reluctant to respond to the surv2y. It h2s consr-

quently proved impossible to arrivn at 1Jstimates for married students. 

Incomes were found to be derived from government bursaries 

in most instances 0 supplemented by vac2tinn employment, part-time 

local employment or from money from homa. The student population 

is in residence for the academic year of nine months 9 so monthly 

student diaries have been multiplied by nine to obtain annual figures. 

Expenditure for students blho live on and off campus were very similar 

in the overall pattern except for rental and food. This made the 

mean average figure of $118 per month for hostel students ~xpendi

tures differ from the $152.42 mean monthly expenditure for students 

in private residences. Of the studant pnpulation 1014 live in 

studBnt hostel accomodation and 2545 live off campus. The ov~r-

all mean student income from all sources 10as calculated as $1758.69 

per annum. Tax raid on this figurB uas colculated as being $348.G9 



TAOLE 31 

INCOME AND EXPEI\JDITU!"l[ OF' M/\SSCY Uf'-JIV[f1SIT'I 'STUDEr-JTS 

Income 

Mean Gross Income 

Non-taxable allowance 

Mean taxable Gross Income 

Tax paid (IRS tables) 

Net Income 

Mean excess insurance paid 

Disposable income 

Mean Savings 

Income rernaini~~g 

Expenditure 

Percentage spent within city 

Average propensity to consume 
locally (Cr) = 

Average propensity to tax (t) = 

= 

Source: Survey 1978 

$ 

$1,410.04 

$1,319.LlFi 

0.70 

348.GS 

0.20 

(Total A) 

(Total B) 



using current tax tables. This yields an average propensity to 

tax of 0.20. Cash savings averaged $10.02 per month ($90.18 p.a.) 

leaving a disposable income of $1319.86 per annum. Of this 93% 

or $1227.45 was reported as spent within the city region. This 

provides a value of 0.70 for the average propensity to consume 

locally. Substituting these values in the multiplier formula the 

following is obtained: 

1 

1 - 0.70 (1-0.20) 

A value of 2.27 is obtained for this multiplier. 

The estimated per capita expenditure by full-time internal stu

dents was $1227.45. The total expenditure is this figure multi

plied by the number of students in this category 9 and is calculated 

as being $4,697,381. By applying the multiplier value of 2.27 to 

this direct expenditure component it is estimated that a secondary 

impact of $5,965 9 674 is generated. This multiplier value may be 

compared with the value of 2.38 given for student expenditure in the 

Syracuse study (Moore &Suffrinp 1974). ThP total contribution to 

the regional income is the sum of the two componentsP and is esti

mated as being $1DD6G3»D55. 

University Expe~diture 

It was previously mentioned that actual figures of income 

and expenditL1re for the university were not available as a matter 

of policy. University Grants Committee budget figures for the 

years 1975 to 1978 were used in place of actual university balance 

and accounts d5ta for this study (Table 32). The budget is not 

thought to be to far off actual figures becauGB it represents tha 

income and expenditure estimates submitted to the Grants Committee 

and the grants made to the university by that committee. In addi

tion to the information gained in this m8nnor various univ~rsity 



TABLE 32 

BUDGET OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE: MASSEY UNIVERSITY 1975-78 

H~CDME 

Government Grant 

Tuition and 
Fees 

Endow:7irmt 2nd 
interest 

Totals: 

8p528;430 9,711,202 

780,000 820,000 

135,200 238p200 

$9, 4l,3 9 G30 10,7[9,402 

Source: University Grants Committee 

11,659,726 

9Go,ono 

255,700 

12,B7S,425 

Salaries 79096,958 
Re-equipment 35,000 
Te2ching/ 
Research 510,370 
Equipment 318,869 
Cle2ning and 
Grounds 30!:1, G4G 
,O;ppmt. Exps. 100,000 
Heating/ 
Lighting 275,000 
Libr2ry 340,000 
Maintenance 170,000 
Studv Leave 132,310 
Telephones 
2nd Post 87,000 
St2ff Travel 43,000 
SL::: ff Expenses 50,000 
s~ntre:l. 
Sr=1rvi.ces 139,774 
Printi.ng/ 
Stationery 90,000 
Overheads 172,S46 

Totds: ~~9, 81:,7, 573 

7,637,308 
35,000 

569,000 
299,591 

362,103 
80,000 

4149923 
410,000 
180,000 
150,000 

142,000 
55,0DG 
20,000 

179,15[ 

159,000 
190,392 

$10,873,L,57 

9,031j947 
35,000 

648,373 
313, 197 

lf38,789 
60,000 

510,000 
561,500 
190,000 
175,000 

172,000 
70,000 

221,575 

195,000 
440v242 

$139163, 123 

_, 
_,, 
.i:--



departments were surveyed to dotcrmino thB uccuracy of tho figure 

shown in the budgctp and estatJJ.isil !10l.Jl much r,f this wus spent 

locally, and non-locally. 

The first objective was to estimate thB reginnal cash flow 

that directly enters the local economy by way of the university's 

operations. Uni vc,rsi ty rev2.nw:: is shmm as being derived from 

three sourcesP a government grant of $9,711p202 for 1976; tuition 

and fees which amounted to $960»000; intnrcst and endowments which 

added a further $256v7DO. One Further incomo component is not 

available as a policy matter. This is the net income earned by 

the various farming enterprises that the university conducts. 

As the difference between the income and expenditures in the 

budget figures used was $104,055 it must be assumed that this 

represents net farm incomes as occountoncy proccdurss demand that 

income and expenditure balance, and this is the sole remaining 

income itemo 

Of the total cash revenue of $10,873 0 464 the components 

that are derived from outside the region may be identified as the 

government grant and net farm incomes. This totals 90.62% of the 

total income. Tuition and fees must be regarded GS having a 

regional source 9 as most intcrPst EJnd enc!ot,.1ments p,:d.d through 

local banks. The expenditure components spent withih the region 

and most easily identified arc: 

Cleaning and grounds 

Heating and lighting 

Study le2\/e 

Telephones post2ge & tolls 

Rs-imbursment 9 staff 

Cr:mt:;:·c:11 se:rvicHs 

$362~103 

:J;ti11, 0 923 

:1;1sofooo 

$142900[] 

.'); 20p000 

These total $1~268 0 176 or 11.66¼ of total expenditure. At this 



stage to preserve both sides of the balance salaries must be 

included but will be removed ot a later stage to avoid double 

countingo 

Other expenditure items are partly spent within the region 

and partly elsewhereo An example is the Library which was found 

upon a survey to spend 11.50% of its budget income within the city 

and the remainder elsewhereo The categories in this situation are: 

Re-equipment $ 35,000 

Equipment $299 9 591 

Library $410 9 000 

Printing & stationery $159POOO 

Overheads $190,000 

These items total 1p093P983 or 10.06% of all expenditureso Taken 

singly it was found that re-equipment and equipment was mainly 

of a specialised nature and is mainly purchased either overseas 

or from manufacturers in other New Zealand centres. It pro0ed 

impossible to obtain information upon thB manner in which over

heads are expendedp and so this item must be eliminated from the 

calculations at this stage. Library expenditures were surveyed 

and it was found that 11050% or $115,305 was spent locally. Printing 

and stationery was also surveyed and it was found that a local 

factor of 45% or $71u500 was present. 

The various components may no10 be summed. The expenditure 

made within the city may bs totalled as being: 

$1 9 268 9 176 for those items calculated as being spent wholly 

within the region in the first colculation (Page 115 ). 

$ 45,305 from the Library. 

$ 71 9 550 from printing and stationery. 

These total $1,385 9 031, and this represents the total expenditures 

of the university made within the region. In order to snable thB 



calculations to detcrmin~ the amnLint nf lnc~l Bxr1enrlitL1res made 

with revenue obtained from outsirle the rcgior1 j_t is also necessary 

to add salaries to this totolo They h!ill b2 rBnoved ~fter the 

calculation to avoid double coLinting j_n i;hc fir1al 1~stimateo The 

addition of this item raises the ovsroll tot2l to t9,D22,339 which 

is 82097% of the totol exp2nditurPo 

Estimates of Regional Cash Flow 

From the estimates above a detBrminatinn c8n be made of 

the net amount of loc~l expenditur8s rn~dn J.ocally ~1ith revRnue 

obtained from outside sourc8So 

Let R represent the revenue to the university from outside sources. 

Ir represent the total income of ths university. 

E = Expenditures of the univarsity made ,aithin the city. 

le= Total expenditur~s of the univnrsity 

RI Ir is the proportion of ~very doll~r of r2venuc which comes 

from outside sourceso 

E / le is the portion of ea~h doll2r of Rxr~nditurR which ramains 

within the community. 

(R/Ir) (E/Ie) is the proportion of evGry dollar of local expen

diture which comes from revenue gener3ted from outside the region. 

In the case of the university 90.25 cents in every dollar 

of university rever1uP comes from outside the city's economyo Of 

that amount 82.75% ar 74.70 csnts of evury dollar (90.26 x .8275) 

of universj_ty rBvenuc remained 11Jithin the city as o positive cash 

flow. This amounted to $8,804,246 in 1977. From this total the 

salaries compo111~nt that hos br~n c~rri~r1 forword to this point to 

assist the calcul.ation must b8 rBmoved to a,,oid doLible countingo 

The removal of this leaves G regionel cash flotJ of S1 1 1G5~938 that 

is a direct region81 input that accruBrl frorn tf1G unjv2rsj_ty 1s 

operations in 1977. 



The generated regional income that results from the direct input 

being acted upon by multiplier effects m~y bP estimated next. The 

multiplier used is derived from the basic to non-basic sector of 

the economy ratio, using census data. The assumption here is that 

the sharing of local labours' consumption of goods and services 

is in proportion to the base ratio of the rogion. This is derived 

in exactly the same way as the emplnyment multiplier and the value 

is identical, 1.36. By applying this to the direct income injection 

an additional component estimates at $42npD98 is generated. This 

brings the direct and indirect contribution tn a value of $1,587,036 

due to the trading activities of the university in the 1977 calendar 

year. 

Total Economic Impact 

In summary four multiplier values have been derived. The 

first value of 1.34 applies to acadr.mic staff regional expenc!itures. 

This value represents the high tax leakages 2nd consumption patterns 

of spending both within and outside of the city. Much the same can 

be said for the value obtained of 1.30 for non-academic staff mem

bers. The third multiplier value nf 2.27 w2s that derived for 

student consumption expenditures. This value reflects low tax 

rates, and a very high propensity to consume within the city. The 

fourth value of 1.36 is derived for the university's own consumption 

expenditure, and is derived from the basic ratio for industry within 

the region. 

The contribution to the city by W8Y nf injected regional 

income is therefore estimated as being: 

From direct expenditures, 

Academic Staff 

Non-academic Stsff 

Student expenditures 

$2»5731027 

$1wB90p939 



University sxpenditures $1~16GP938 

making a total of direct injectinn nf capitGl $1Dp328~285. 

The additional region81 income generated through the multiplier 

effects are estimated as: 

Academic Staff (1~1 = 1. 3L1) 

Non-academic StQff (K2 = 1.30) 

Students (K3 - 2.27) 

Univert3ity (l'JL1 == 1.3G) 

The sum of these components is the estimated total impact created 

by Massey University in the 1977-1978 ye,1r. It i.s estimated as 

being $18 9 156,168. This is a most substantial contribution to the 

regional income. 
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CDNCLUSIONS 8 IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

Massey University's Growth Patterns - ThP. Irnpli~otjons of Changes 

The years of rap:id gr0u1th by Mus'.',P.y Univr:,rsitv nm.J aprear to 

be ovE?ro Although tht; University ti1as f"-llunncrJ for 1D,rJllO students 

it appears that some stabili tv 1·1as tHirm rF.!uchr~i:'. ot iJbnut half thut 

figure. Internal enrolments grew by 13~ in 1956-1g67, but slowed 

to 3% a decade later and would SP.P.m hi nrn.i bP. u str:uriy 2. 3% increase 

yearly (Table 13). This has implications for the future growth of 

derived regional income and employment as the detcrrninants of these 

are university funding and staffing. Doth funding and staffing of 

the university are closc=,ly tied to inti=;rnol P-nroJ.ments. The staffing 

r a t i o o f a c cl d cm i c s t c:i f f t rJ :::; t u d r>n t ,; ii1 ,1 s c ,:: 1 r: u le! t c r.i iJ s 1 t o 1 0 o 8 9 , 

and a further relationship of academic st~ff to nnn-academic staff 

was calculated as 1 to 1.05. ThesR rotins wRrc cQ]culated for 1975 

after the growth of the university DSsumed stobjlity, and established 

patterns emerged. Funding frnm government sourcBs is also on a per

capi ta basis. As student growth sl0tiJS, t!w iJrnount of neLu employment 

generated at the university, and the amount of new income the univer

sity gains may be seen to slow also. Doth university income and 

employment have been determined as impnrtc:int sources of derived 

regional employment and income by this study. The irr.plications for 

Palmerston North city are clear. A contj_nuing but slowing growth 

of internal studr-~nt enrDlmcmts 1:1ilJ lerJd in turn tD a sl0u1ing of 

student immigr3tion, staff uf1pointmr.mts and grnuJth in the un:tver-, 

sity 1s income. These in turn will slow the rats of new income 

entering the city's economic svstem fr~m this sourcP 1 and direct 

and derived employment in supportive industries. This conclusion 
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assumes that the rE?l 3t i onsh i. ps and est i7bl i :ohe d [Flt t tcrns 1.;J ill be 

maintained, 2nd future growth will be in 3ddition to thsm. 

University rolicv and Regional Imp~ 

The existing patterns of region2l impact derivad from the 

university's presence could be changed by policy decisions by the 

university. Such decisions could concern the extension of student 

hostel facilities, 3lteratinns in storfing to occnmndate the growing 

numbers of extra-mural students 1 and chongas in policies concerning 

the employment of married non-academic staff who are second income 

earners. 

At present almost one third of the internal students reside 

in hostels. From survey information it was found that hostel stu

dents had different expenditure patterns from students residing 

elsewhere. In general they spent less and soved more. An extension 

of hostel facilities to inclucir:, morr, stt![Jcnts in this group t,muld 

have the effect of lowering the regional income derived from student 

expenditure. This conclusion is basr,r) u[lon t:,io P. ffects, that of 

lowering the direct income injection intn the city's economic 

system, and that of altering the multirlier value through changes 

in the propensity to save 1 thus lowering the generated regional 

income. Assuming that patterns of student expenditure as found 

by survey remain unchanged, the regional income that results from 

student expenditure would decrease if the university decided to 

increase available hostel accomodation. 

The expansion of academic staff to cater fnr an expanding 

extra-mural roll would havo the opposite effectP leading to an 

increase in derived regional income and employment. At present 

academic staff employment appears related to internal student 

enrolmehts 0 with little or no allowance made for staffing to cope 

with the extra-mural work load. Extra-mural enrolments have con-



tinued to grow at an annual rate of 13.G% fnr the last three 

academic years (1976-1978) and at present outnumbBrs internal 

student enrolments. If these trends continue the extro-mural roll 

will be twice the size of the internal rnll within the next decade. 

This could be reinforced by the introduction for 1979 of selected 

third year extru-murol courses und grm1th in the focul ties of 

Business Administration which began extra-mural courses in 1971P 

and Agricultural and Horticultural· Science GJhich began courses in 

1977. Student grou1th in Business Administr,_]tiun for example was 

3426% between 1971 and 1977. The effect of extra-mural studie3 

is not spread uniformly throughout all faculties. In 1977 33% 

were enrolled in Social Sciences~ 25% in Education, 22% in the 

HumanitiesP and the remainder in Business Studies, Science and 

Agriculture. Thr. addition uf ac3dcmic ;;1:,Jff tn thc::;r. facul tics 

to c3ccomodate the grm1ing extr;::-mural 13tu1J8nt pspuLitirJn would be 

small when comrared to overoll staffing tablcsP but ~ignificant 

in thc3t the stc:iffing comron8nt uiould cnnU.nur. tn Qrrni.1 instead of 

stabilising as present trends would indicate. ThR employment of 

academic staff has beBn accompanied by growth in non-academic 

employment in the past on a basis close to 1:1. Assuming these 

ratios were maintained additional academic stoff hired for extra

mural tuition could become signi fj_cant. The hiring of such staff 

in turn would creat1:.o additional regional income through expenditure 

upon local goods and services by these staffp 2nd also lead to 

added regional employment in supportive industry. Such a change 

in staffing policies brought about by an expanding extra-mural roll 

could seem likely to occur at some futur~ st2ge. 

A third 2rea in uthich univP.rsj_ty rol:i.cy cr:n dj_rc':!ctly influ

ence regional employment 2nd incnmc concerns the RmpJ.oyment of non

academ:ic staff members. It may !JJCil1 re;vcntu2te th.Jt presFint er:iploy-



ment conditions could mean thB gradu3l r2plRccment of married 

second family income earners with emrloynPs on single incomes as 

a result of government nr univPrsity rnlicy. The nffoct of such 

a decision would lead to a grnwth in rnginnol incnmn brnught about 

in tltm WGYSo Survey information shniiJcd thct rn,:irried second-income 

earners tended to soend less. locally, =nd sove more than single 

income non-academic staff. A decrnasing rnrulotinn of second

incomB earners would incrsasR thn tntol rnginnal incnme both 

directly E:Jnd through the mul t:1.plir:r effrJct. Thro higher propensity 

of single income earners to consume locally would result in a 

higher direct contribution. The lmJer propr~nsi ty to sc:1ve by this 

group t,JOuld increase tl1e multiplier valut~, and thus j_ncrease 

generated regional income. These conclusions assume that the 

established pattPrns of consumption by singlP income and second

income employees will continueo 

Derived Ratios 

Foll owing a d,~c 2de or mo re of g :cDLrJtl7 by the uni v2rs it y the 

relationship between intPrnal student enrolments and the conclu

sions this study has arrived at may he restated as: 

For every 100 internal students enrolled: 

35 staff members and dependents were added to the city's 

populationo 

18 housing units were required. 

19 jobs were created at the universityo 

6 additional jobs were created in supportive industry. 

D.72 classrooms were required for dependent children. 

$377p075 was added to the city income from university sources. 

As stable predictors of future impact associ2ted with further growth 

of the university thesB ratios have v3ried valuoo Those ratios that 

were derived from stable relationships such as student to staff~ staff 
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to supportive t?mploymentP and infrustrur.turE, dt~vr.lopments have been 

derived as a consequence of over a decade of development 2nd may be 

considered as applicable to future uni,mrs:i.ty grm1th in the short

term future. Loos stable and nf less unr as prrdictnrs are thr. 

ratios involving regional incomr from stuff and student sources. 

Changes in university policy can alter these raridly, as can changes 

in bursary or salury structures, taxatinn, r~tterns of expenditure 

and local consumptions. 

Applications to Further Tr~rti ary Growth 

The application of these findings to a further tertiary 

institution such as the planned Palmerston North Polytechnic would 

depend upon a series of assumptions. It would have to be assumed 

that the proportion of part-time to full-time students would be 

similar to the university, that staff to student ratios would be 

similar and salary and bursary payment'.:> uould likE!1JJise be similaro 

Further assumptions regarding the imrnigrotion of students to the 

city being of similar proportions would also have to be made. It 

is more likely however that a larger proportion of students and 

staff would ba local, thot salaries of staff would be on a diffe

rent scaleP and thus it is unlikely that thE findings of this study 

could be immediately applied to any other institution. On the 

other hand the methods used to prosecut~ this study could well be 

applied to such a study to determine thR impact that growth of the 

existing Polytechnic might hoveo 

l_mpl i cations for- Further f~esecirch 

This study set out to examine the impact of a non-profit 

publically owned institution upon its local region. Using estab

lished techniques it sought to determine thB impact upon employment~ 

income and city growth. It examined city grnwth in total terms as 

related to the universityp and in specific tnrms tn ascertain wherB 

it occurred in the city. It sought to idnntify some specific employ-



ment 3nd infrastructural sectors in which such growth took place. 

It found that the taxpayers contribution of $9.71 million in 1975 

was returned to the region 2lmost doublRd,in tGrms of the total 

income circulated jn the city. Such ncin--profjt institutiDns must 

therEofore b8 seen as having signi ficont irn1rncts urrm their locol 

regions. Surprisingly this is a field tuhich h.Js been sparsely 

investigatedp in New Zealand and overs~os yRt would aprear a fruit

ful field for further research. Within thn city nf Polmerstnn 

North other major institutions such os the Public Hospitalp Teachersv 

CollegeP DSIR and DRI exist. These all contribute a considerable 

degree to the city of Palmerston North. Taken across the nation 

it would seem proper to suggest that considerable national employ

mentp economicp and infrastructural impact is created by these 

institutions that grow as a response to a local or national need. 

On this basis it is suggested that th~ study of publically-owned 

non-profit institutirrns could pruviclr~ ;:i frJcus for resr.c:;rch at a 

regional level. The methods used in this sturly ~lso may be seen 

to examine the effects of growth of such institutionsp but also 

the impacts of closurn. 

Conclusion 

The development of one such institution, Massey University 

has resulted in changes that have now bPcomP accepted as a permunBnt 

feature of the city cJf Palmerston Nortl7. Thros2 may be regarde:-J as 

increased population levels~ and a highnr level of rRgional incom8 

and employrnentp with the ~ssociated infrastructure. The identifi

cation and measurement of such growth has been centr2l to this 

study. It is contended that these changes would not have taken 

place Luithout the r.,timulus of the uni.vr!rsity L:ihich gr1:>.w 2:;s a rr::s

ponse to a national naed. Non-profit institutions that grow to 

meet the needs of education or some other ne~d, must surely be seen 

as important in the field nf r2gional or economic planning for the 

future. 
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ANALYSIS OF SURVEY OF STUDENT IN~OME AND EXPENDITURE 

Contc:icts M3de r·JumlJer Percent 

Interviews comrletBd 141 94o0 

Unsatisfactory intervietJS :5 3o3 

Refusals 3 206 

Data incomplete 1 Do6 

151 1DDoD 

Distribution of ContEJcts Pnss:i.blr r.Jum bF:r Contr.icts Percent 

Living at home Lf93 50 1Do14 

Living in hostels 101l, 50 4 0 93 

Flatting %20 sn 3o08 

Other (unspecified) l-132 

3559 150 4o21 



question No. 

1. 

2. 

5. 

6. 

9. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

STUDENT INCOME & EXPENDITURE 

{)UESTIOfWJAif~E 

Question 

What is your home town or region ••••••••••••••••••• 

What is your monthly incnme •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

How much are you able tn sovB mnnthly •••••••••••••• 

How much rent do you pay monthly ••••••••••••••••••• 

Please indicate your sex MALE/ FEMALE 

How much do you spend on foorl monthly •••••••••••••• 

If you run a motor vehiclej what are the monthly 

costs o o o o o o o o o Q o o o. o o o. o o o. o o. o o o u o o o. o o .po.., o o o o o o o o 

What do you spend on Public transport monthly •••• ~. 

What are your monthly clothing costs ••••••••••••••• 

How much hiro purchase do you pay monthly •••••••••• 

How much do you spend nn sport or recreation and 

entertainment each monthoooooooooooooo~oooooooooooo 

How much do you spenrl monthly on textbooks and 

other educational requirements ••••••••••••••••••••• 

What is your average monthly expenditure ••••••••••• 

What percentage of this is spent in Palmerston 

North O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O o O Q O O O O O O O O 'I Cl & 0 0 a O O O O O O O C 0 

Do you find your student income needs supplementing 

YES/ NO 

If the answer is yes~ from what source: 

Local part-time job; Vacation job; Home assistancea 
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT SURVEYS 

INCOME 

1. Income ranged from no reported income in 29a70% of students 

polled~ to $298 per month. 

2. Mean Income: $195041 per month of the academic yearo 

3. Supplementary Income was derived from the following 

sources: Vacation Job: 99 (70.21%) Local port-time 

job: 4 (6%) 

Home Assistance: 35 (23.4%) None: 4 (2.39%) 

Mean Supplementary Income: $45.14 per month. 

EXPENDITURES 

1. Tax: $348.65 (on mean income of $1758.69 using tax tables). 

2. Cash Savings: Range 0-$100 monthly. 85% of samrle reported 

no savings. 

Mean: $10.02 per month ($90.18 p.a.) 

3. Monthly Expenditure: Range: $85-$330 monthly 

Mean: $11-1(;. 65 

4. Goods and services purchased in Palmerston North: 

Range: 60%-100% Mean: 93% 

Student Budget Items (these are the mean estimates calculated from 

responses): 

Rent: $43.41 per month (range $25-$123.50 monthly). 

f--ood: $56.53 monthlyo Rangr~ $2Q-$120. Mode" :f,EfJ 

~: ~-'!P:.2l monthlyo Range :~2-$200 Morin ::li5 

J"=ranspDr.!_: .@_;23.o OQ_ monthly o ri.:inge ~;2-$12LJ 

Educational: $3075 monthly. ~Bnge 5Dc-$6 

EntBrtainment 8 Sports etc: $9.00 monthlyo Range $0-$15. 
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/\PPEr·JDIX 0 

ANALYSIS OF SURVEY OF ACADEMIC STnFF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

Contacts Made rJumbc,r PercEmt 

Questionnaires comrleted 77 77 

Refusals Lf 4 

Unaccounted for 19 19 

Distribution of Contacts Possible rJumbcr ~Jumber Percent 

Professors 39 5 12.8 

Senior Lecturers 207 l.17 22.7 

Lecturers 130 21 15.1 

Junior Lecturers 23 L; 17.4 

399 77 19.2 



STAFF QUESTIDNNAinES 

Question No. Question 

1. POSITION (Please underline) 

Professor Reader Snr. Lecturer Lecturer Jn. Lecturer 

2. SEX Male/Female 

3. AGE GROUP (Please underline) 

20/24 25/29 30/34 40/44 45/49 50/54 55/59 60-

4. MARITAL STATUS ••••••••••••••••••••• 

5. No. of dependent children (if any) ••••••••••••• 

6. If married is your spouse employed YES/NO 

7. Do you reside within the Palmerston North city 

boundary YES/1\JO 

8. What is your Monthly Gross Salary •••••••••••••• 

9. What is your Monthly Net SGlary (less super & tax) 

10. Apart from Super & Insurance savingsp what annual 

proportion of your net income do ynu consider is 

saved in cash •••• " •••• % C:in r::stimate is helpful) 

11. What percentage of your net income do you sstimate 

has been spent on goods ~nd services purchased in 

the last three months in the Palmerston North city 

area •••••••••••••••• % 

12. What percentage is spent outside this area ••••••• % 

13. How much Superannuation and insurance dn you pay 

annuallyooooooooooocooo 



SUMMARY OF ACADEMIC STAFF SURVEYS 

question 

1. POSITION: 

Professors: 5 Snr lRcturrrs: 47 LR~tur~r~: 21 

Jnr LecturBrs: lt 

2. SEX: Male G9 (90%) FRmalP G (10%) 

3o AGE GROUP: 

20121,: 4 (5%) 25/29: 16 (20;;) 30/31,: 16 (20%) 

35/39: 24 (31%) 40/44: B (10%) 45/49: 4 (5%) 

50/54: 4 (10%) 55/59: 1 (1.2~%) 

4. MARITAL STATUS: 

132., 

MarriEd: S6 (85"7~~) 52.pr.rutsrl: 2 (2 .. G~~i) Sinqle: 9 (1105%) 

5. No. of Dn~endent Children 

5. 

7. 

B. 

37 children (G7 parents)= 1.B children per married 

st2ff member 

Spouse Empl.fJyed: Vos: 33 (50;;) fJn: 15 (20%) 

Part Time: 21 (30%) 

Reside within city boundary: Yes: 54 (70%) No: 23 (30%) 

Monthly Gross Salary: Mean figure $1,202.38 per month 

9. Monthly Net Salar~: Mean figure $729.G2 per month 

1Do CGsh savings as a pGrccntagG: MPon fjgure: G.,74% 

11" PercGntaoe of disposuble incoml?. Sf)ent in the ci~y_: 

Mean 78005% 

120 _F1ercentU!;:l(': ~cnt nutsjdP. arP;:1: 21.,95% 

Ar1nual amount spent of Super & Insuronce: $1p228o35 Po~o 
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APPE~JDI>: 

ANALYSIS OF NON-ACADEMIC STAFF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 

Contacts ~kide 

Questionnaires completed 

Refusals 

Unaccounted for 

Distribution of Cont.Jets Possible 

Technicians 114 

Library Staff 1, 9 

Administration and 
Clerical 1L, 9 

Maintenance and 
Other 52 

364 

57 

8 

35 

Num!J~r Number 

18 

1n 

20 

9 

57 

Percent 

Made 

57 

8 

35 

Percent 

15 

20 

14 

17 

16 



Question No. 

1. SEX: 

~CADEMIC STAFF QUESTIONNAIRES 

Question 

Male/Female 

2. AGE GROUP: 

20/24 25/29 30/34 35/39 40/44 45/49 50/54 

55/59 60 and over 

3. MARITAL STATUS: Married; Sinole; Seperuted. 

4. Number of Dependent Children •••••••••••••••••• 

5. If married is your spouse employed? Yes/No 

6. If yesP is your spouse on the acadBmic staff? 

Yes/No 

7. Do you reside within the city boundary? Yes/No 

8. 

9. 

What is your monthly gross 3a l~ry? 

What is your rnonthJ y nr)t s;JL:iry? 

r.r 
<+'•ooc>oo•ooo 

,t 
--Jlooooooooo~ 

10. what annual cash savings do you achieve? 

$0.0000000000 

11. What percentage of your net income is spent in 

Palmerston North city? cl 
0 0 o D O O ~ 0 0 <!t 10 

12. What percentage is 3pent elsewhere? (I/ 

0000000011/:J 

13. How much superannuation and insurance do you pay 

annually? 
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SUMMARY OF NON-ACADEMIC STAFF SURVEY 

Question 

1. SEX: Male: 16 (28%) Fem,=iJ.e: 1.,1 (82%) 

2. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

11. 

AGE GROUP: 

20/2L1: 8 ( 1Lf%) 25/29: 11 ( 19')~) 30/34: 7 ( 12%) 

35/39: 9 (15%) 4n/44: 16 (28~~) 45/49: 3 (5%) 

50/54: 2 (3%) 55/59: 2 ( 3~~) 

MARITAL STATUS: 

Married: 46 (80%) Single: 10 (18%) Seperated: 1 (2%) 

Number of Dependent Children: 92 (2.0 children per 

married staff member) 

Employment of Spouse: 

Full-time: 38 (67½) Part-time: 3 (5%) 

n, t rn l nd 16 (28",i) 11,0 e p. oyc : " 

Is your spouse on the academic stGff? 

Yes: - ~Jo: 46 

Do you reside 1i.1i thin the city boundary? 

Yes: 57 (100%) No: 

Monthly Gross Salary: Mean figure: $12p077.28 

Monthly Net Salar~: Mean figure: $7p233.03 

Cash Savings: Mean figure: $1p25D.15 

Perce12tage_of disposable income; spent loca]._l...Y,: 71.25 

12. ~rmtage spent elseti.Jher_e: 2/J. 75 

13. Bnnual amount spent on sup~r~nruotion and insurance: 

Mean figure: $1POB7.70 
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